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1 was much interested in overhearing
the grange field meeting at Weetboro
a conversation about a gentleman whose
name I did not catch who had been a
hard working farmer all of his life.
Recently for some reason which I did
not learn be decided to work less, even
We carry a good line of
if he made less money, and therefore he
hired an extra man." But somewhat to
his surprise, he found that the arrangement increased his profits, he made more
money by having more time for planning
and for superintending. Kather peculiarly this scrap of conversation was overheard only a few days after a talk with
a gentleman in which he criticised a certain college professor for telling the
Our line of
young men in his class that they ought
to prepare themselves to direct work of
others rather than to use their own musfollowing of
The too liberal
cles.
before.
Is larger than ever
either extreme would be inadvisable.
But so far as my own personal experience and observation go more people
Prices Reasonable.
are doing too much manual labor than
too little; and while it might possibly
be unwise to proclaim from the housewhich
tops the advice of the professor
be capable of doing injury my
might
South Paris, Maine.
own personal lot has been cast among
people where it would do more good
than harm. Governor Hoard put the
truth this way at an institut^ which I
happened to attend: Do not try to see
how little help you can get along with
Dealers in
but study to see how many you can
keep at work for you at a profit. In a
business of any considerable size the
master—or mistress—is worth more in
planning, directing and watching than
in saving the expense of an additional
hand at the bench, iu the field, at the
desk—or at the wash tub. Conditions
ALSO
must govern cases and each one must
this general principle according to
apply
and
in
iS
made
Cement sidewalks
his circumstances; but I believe that
^4 inch squares for $1.35 per square! more will make the applicatiou by saying
Cement steps made to order. hat they can't get along by doing less
physical work than will brace up and
South Paris, Maine.
study bravely how to avoid doing as
much as they are now doing. It's easy
so
H0LLI8TCR S
to imagine that our conditions are
much different from those of all other
Wheeler.
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Apparently

therefore

it

was

for the prosecution was so overwhelmingly strong that it was not necessary to bring forward all the facts.
Only now,at the end of nearly ten years,

1 allowed to supply those mbsiug
links which make up the whole of that
remarkable chain. The crime was of interest iu itself, but that iutereet was
as nothing to uie compared to the Inconceivable sequel, which afforded me
the greatest shock and surprise of any
Even
event in my udventurous life.
now, after this long interval, I find myself thrilling as 1 think of it and feeling once more that sadden flood of joy,
amazement and Incredulity which utterly submerged my mind. Let me
say to that public, which has shown
some interest In those glimpses which
I have occasionally given them of the
thoughts and actions of a very remarkable man, that they are not to blame
am

••i

chasm."

the

healthy

It can be imagined that my close intimacy with Sherlock Holmes had interested me deeply in crime and that
after his disappearance I never failed
to read with care the various problems
which came before the public. And I
even attempted more than once for my
own private satisfaction to employ his
methods in their solution, though with

one.

"I am glad to stretch myself. Wateon," said he. "It Is no joke when a
tall man has to take a foot off his
ntature for several hours on end. Now,
my dear fellow. In the matter of these
explanations, we have, if I may ask
for your co-operation, a hard and danporous night's work in front of us. Ter-

certainty

knew what had become of me.
"I had only one confidant—my brothI owe you many apologies,
er Myeroft.
all Impormy dear Watson, but it was
should l»e thought I was
it
tant that
dead, and It is quite certain that you
would not have written so convincing
an account of my unhappy end had you
not yourself thought that it was true.
Several times during the last three
to write
years I have taken up my pen
to you. but always I feared lest your
affectionate regard for me should tempt
would
you to some indiscretion which
my secret. For that reason I

betray

turned away from you this evening
when you upset my books, for I was in
danger at the time, and any show of
surprise and emotion upon your part
might have drawn attention to my
Identity and led to the most deplorable
and irreparable results. As to Mycroft,
I had to confide in him In order to obtain the money which I needed. The
course of events in London did not run
so well as I had hoped, for the trial of
the Morlarty gang left two of Its most
dangerous members, my own most vindictive enemies, at lil>erty. I traveled
for two years in Tibet, therefore, and
amused myself by visiting Lassa and
some days with the head

gray eyes. I exchanged some remarks
with him, therefore, and obtained bis
courteous permission to write the short
note which you afterward received. I
left It with my cigarette box and my
stick, and I walked along the pathway,
Moriarty still at my heels. When I
He
reached the end I stood at bay.
drew no weapon, but he rushed at me

indifferent success. There was none,
however, which appealed to me like
tills tragedy of Ronald Adair. As I
read the evidence at the inquest, which
led up to a verdict of willful murder

some person or persons unknown, 1 realized more clearly than I
had ever done the loss which the community had sustained by the death of

against

spending

lama. You may have read of the remarkable explorations of a Norwegian
named Sigerson, but I am sure that It
never occurred to you that you were
receiving news of your friend. I then
passed through l'ersla. looked In at
Mecca and paid a short but interesting

and threw his long arms around me.
He knew that his own game was up
and was only anxious to revenge hlm»r>lf upon me. We tottered together
upon the brink of the fall. I have some
knowledge, however, of barltsu, or the
Japanese system of wrestling, which
has more than once been very useful
to me. I slipped through his grip, and
he with a horrible scream kicked madly for a few seconds and clawed the air
with both his hands. But for all hie
efforts he could not get his balance,

Sherlock Holmes.
There were points about this strange
business which would, I was sure, have

specially appealed to him. and the efforts of the police would have been
his convictions, butneverthess, plausible
supplemented or more probably anticias the article under discussion may
by the trained observation and
seem, it certainly looks as if it had been pated

of the first criminal
written in the interest of the oleomar- the alert mind
I drove
garine manufacturers in order to attack agent iu Europe. All day as
the anticolor law, or secure the pro- upon my round I turned over the case

I Copyrinht by Collier's Weekly.
I It struck me that the fellow muxt he
I
poor bibliophile.
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tween the puffs of his cigarette.
"But the tracks!" I cried. "I saw
with my own eyes that two went dowu

to the house which I had come to see.
I A tall, thin man with colored glasses, the path and none returned." The in"It came ahout in this way.
I whom I strongly suspected of being a
stant that the professor had disapwas
clothes
detective,
pointing
I
plain
operation
me what a really exof his own, while the peared it struck
Ronald and lier daughter Hilda were I out some theory
chance fate had
lucky
traordinarily
to
listen
to
around
living together at -127 Park lane. The I others crowded
placed in my way. I knew that Morlwhat he said. 1 got ns near him as I
I
best
in
the
soc.ety—had
moved
youth
who had
seemed to urtv was not the only man
no enemies and I could, but his observations
least
grown up people, becomes a practical so far as was known,
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I
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be
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enI
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to
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remember the difficulties
provision- gaged to Miss Edith Wool ley
ance upon me would only be increased
an elderly, deformed man who
ing the largo cities of the world.
stairs. but the engagement had been I «gainst
I
kuocked
by the death of their leader. They were
and
If, as wo havo repeatedly contended, broken of!' by mutual consent some I had been behind me,
ail most dangerous men. One or other
was carconsumers were duly informed of the
and there was no sign I down several books which he
before,
mouth*
me. On the other
use of such preservatives, it might bo
as I picked would certainly get
that
remember
I
feelrying.
left
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any very profound
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hand,
one of
of
the
title
I
observed
them
man's
the
rest
up
it. For the
they would use the cheaper chemically ing behind
that 1 was dead they would take liberand convention I them, "The Origin of Tree Worship,"
"preserved" foods, the more expensive life moved iu a narrow
these men; they would so >n iaj
ties,
must
the
fellow
that
me
struck
ice preserved oues or take their chances al circle, for his habits were quiet and and it
themselves
open, and sooner or later I
as
either
who
of dying
promptly from ptomaine his nature unemotional. Yet it was up- be some poor bibliophile
could destroy them. Then it would be
poisoning instead of slowly by the on till ; easy going young aristocrat that a trade or as a hobby was a collector time for me to announce that I was
I endeavored to
chemical preservatives.
death ci-ne In îv.ost strange and unex- I of obscure volumes.
It was still in the land of the living. So rapidAs regards the doctor's claim of prof mi between the hours of 10 I apologize for the accident, but
pected
I believe I
while
in
oleomargarine
hibiting color
1 had ly does tlie brain act that
which
30.
books
March
of
these
that
I evident
au·1. 10:20 on the night
bad thought this all out before rroi'essallowing it iu the butter, he knows as 1SÎH.
were
very
maltreated
ko unfortunately
the bottom of
well as anybody that it was not until all
of their or Moriarty had reached
ι·...π-»j front nf enrds. nlav- I
precious objects in the eyes
other means of enforcing the honest sale
fall.
iehcnbach
the
Ut
he
of contempt
of oleomargarine had failed that the ing continually, hut never for sueh I owner. With a snarl
"I stood up ana exam men me ruinj
and I saw his
people rose in unison and domantled stakes as would hurt liini. lie was a I turned upon his heel,
wall behind me. In your picturesque
such a law. He forgets that tho color member of the Baldwin, the Cavendish I curved back and white side whiskers
account of the matter, which I read
ing of oleo is to enable the dealers tc and the Bagatelle card clubs. It was I disappear among the throng.
with
grout interest some month.-i later,
did
lane
sell it fraudulently, while the coloring
•iiown that after dinner on the day of I
My observations of 427 Park
«hat the wall was sheer.
assert
of butter is to secure uniformity and tc
you
in which
his dei'.th !:e had pkycd a rubber of I little to clear up the problem
please the eye, some demandiug a light whist at the latter club. lie had also I 1 was interested. The house was sep- That was not literally true. A few
er, some a heavier shade.
The I arated from the street by a low wall small footholds presented themselves,
With .Jersey leanings in the late chiel pl.iye.1 then» in the afternoon.
not more than und there was some indication of a
of the Dairy Division, and with packing evidence of '.hose who had played with I end railing, the whole
climb
house leanings in the Bureau of Anima
him—Mr. Murray. Sir John Hardy and I five feet high. It was perfectly easy, ledge. The cliff Is so high that to
Husbandry, the Agricultural Depart Colonel Murau—showed that the game I therefore, for any one to get into the it all was an obvious impossibility,
ment has not been a thoroughly reliabh was whist and that there was a fairly I garden, but the window was entirely and it was equally impossible to make
friend of the dairy interest, and it is well
there was no water- my way along the wet path without
equal fall of the cards. Adair might I inaccessible sluce
for the National Dairy Union to keep it*
could help the leaving some tracks. I might, it is true,
which
forHis
more.
not
or
but
anythlug
lost
have
pipe
weather eye open and call the dairymei ,
More puz- have reversed my boots, as I have «lone
tnue was a considerable one, and such I most active man to climb it.
to arms against any attempt to pass at
affect him. I zled than ever, I retraced my steps to on similar occasions, but the sight of
anti-color law as regards butter.—Ne* a loss could not in any way
been in my three sets of tracks In one direction
ile had played nearly every day at one Kensington. I had not
England Farmer.
maid en- would certainly have suggested a declub or other, but he was a cautious I study live minutes when the
was
It tered to say that a person desired to
rose a winner.
and
usually
B. J. Case says in the Rural Nov
ception. On the whole, then, it
player
was
best that I should risk the climb. It
Yorker that a good bearing orchan I came out In evidence thftt In partner- see me. To my astonishment It
could be sold in Wayne county fron 1 ship with Colonel Mornn he had actu- I none other than my strange old book was not a pleasant business, Watson,
$100 to $500 per acre according to iti 1 ally won as much as £420 In a sitting I collector, his sharp, wizened face peer- The fall roared beneath inc. I am not η
condition, location and nearness to rail some weeks before from Godfrey Mil- ing out from a frame of white hair, and fanciful person, but I give you raj
road station. The value of farms in hit
So much for his precious volumes, a dozen of them word that I seemed to hear Moriarty'e
ner and Lord Balmoral.
locality varies according to size of th< , his re<-ent
as It came out at the
at least, wedged under his right arm.
voice screaming at me out of the abyss
history
apple orchards. Another Western Nov
! "You're surprised to see me, sir," Λ mistake would have been fatal
Inquest.
York man paid $150 per acre for a five
On the evening of the crime he re- I said he in a strange, croaking voice.
More than once os tufts of grass caini
At the end of fifteei ι
acre orchard.
I I acknowledged that I was.
out in ray hand or my foot slipped Ii
years it had paid back the purchase
turned from the club exactly at 10
"Well, I've a conscience, sir, and the wet notches of the rock I thought
money with interest at 7 per cent, a nev
His mother and sister were out spend
fence, all taxes, all labor, fertilizers
when I chanced to see you go Into tide that I was gone. But I struggled up
II
Th<
a
relative.
with
the evening
etc., and left $150 besides the orchan [ ing
house as I came hobbling after you, 1 ward, and at last I reached a Iedg<
that she heard him en
which had been a good source of incom ) servant deposed
and
several- feet deep and covered witl
thought to myself I'll just step in
lloor
second
for twenty-five years. It is now wort! ι ter the front room on the
He uu
and tell him soft
kind
that
gentleman
see
green moss, where I could
as his sitting room
acre 4
used
considers
He
$300
per
generally
$2,500. #
Then
was a bit gruff In my mnnnei
seen in the most perfect comfort.
fair valuation for a good bearing appl 9 She had lit a Are, and as it smoked sh< ι that If I
and that
was not any harm meant
I was stretched when you, my deui
there
was
sound
orchard.
No
window.
the
had opened
I am much obliged to him for picking Watson, and all your following wen
heard from the room until 11:20, th<
I
Beef.
for
investigating in the most f\vmpathetl<
my books."
up
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and very happy to s«
I
Church
street,
thriftiest, finest looking lot of youni ; fortunate young man was found lyinj ;
Maybe you collec1
you, I am sure.
cattle I have ever had the pleasure ( f near the table. His head had been hor
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sir? Here's 'British Birds
I
seeing and again demonstrate to oti
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looked
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It
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that second shelf.
Fruit conditions are similar to thos » turned
fects the vocal organs, disturbs the storaocl
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It is always radically and permanentl
of last report. Berries of all kinds ar » smooth and mellow
In little piles of vary I does It not,
arranged
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e
money
in
blue
fine
off
come
grass pasture
cured by the blood-purifying, alteratlv e
to come in ii ι
I moved my head to look at the cabl
plentiful and continue
were some figura
There
amount.
the
of
ing
tonic action of
and
fall
year.
ι
large quantities. Peaches are ripenini
>
net behind me. When I turned agaii
■
also upon a sheet of paper, with thi I
and being marketed. Pears and plum
smllluj
was
standing
Holmes
Sherlock
>
How wonderful to have a God wh » names of some club friends opposite t<
will be fair crops. The ι
ti
rose
I
table.
at me across my study
ι is sympathising and sympathetic, nc * them, from which it was conjecture*
This great medicine has wrought the moi 4
show· a poor ontiook.
for some sec
wonderful cures of all diseases dependlu s
ooldly powerful! ▲ heathen woms ® that before his death he was endeavor I my feet, stared at him
show a normal condition, and no dan
1
1
τα scrofula or the scrofulous habit.
"That Jesus that yon tell aboi
onds In utter amazement, and then
age has been reported from any sourc i said,
to make oat his losses or winning
ing
must have been a woman."
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Having concluded this to my satisfaction and learning that only one of my
enemies was now left in London. I was
about to return when my movements
were hastened by the news of this very
remarkable Park lane mystery, which
not only appealed to me by its own
merits, but which seemed to offer some

planation,

some

Kliailia

suits of which I have communicated
Returning to
to the foreign office.
France, I spent some months in a research into the coal tar derivatives,
which I conducted in a laboratory nt
Montpellier, in the south of France.

itnd over he went. With my face o*er
Ihe brink I saw him fall for a long way.
Then he struck a rock, bounded off and
Bplashed Into the water."
I listened with amazement to tills exwhich Holmes delivered be-

"·

the

don't think I could have done It In cold
blood. It was a hundred times more
difficult than getting up. But I had no
time to think of the danger, for another stone sang past me as I hung by
my hands from the edge of the ledge.
Halfway down I slipped; but, by the
blessing of God, I landed, torn and
bleeding, upon the path. I took to my
heels, did ten miles over the mountains in the darkness, and a week later
I fo.md myself In Florence, with the
that no one in the world

He sat opposite to me and Ut a cigarette In his old nonchalant manner.
He was dressed In the seedy frock coat
of the book merchant, but the rest of
that individual lay in a pile of white
hair and old books upon the table.
Holmes looked even thinner aiid keener
than of old. but there was a dead white
tinge in his aquiline face which told
me tint his life recently had not been a

There is a cab stand within
hundred yards of the house. No one
had heard a shot. And yet there was
tlie dead man and there the revolver
bullet, which had mushroomed out,
as soft nosed bullets will, and so lufiicted a wound which must have causSuch were liaps It would be better If I gave you an
ed instantaneous death.
when
the circumstances of the Park lane account of the whole situation
mystery, which were further compli- that work is finished."
I should
"I am full of curiosity.
cated by entire absence of motive,
hear now."
to
much
was
Adair
prefer
have
as
I
said,
young
since,
"You'll come with me-tonight?"
not known to have any enemy, and 110
"When you like and where you like."
attempt had been made to remove the
"This Is, indeed, like the old days.
money or valuables in the room.
of
All day I turned these facts over in We shall have time for a mouthful
before we need go. Well. then,
my mind, endeavoring to hit upon dinner
I had no serious
which could reconcile about that chasm.
some theory
of it for the
them all and to find that line of least difficulty in getting out
was
resistance which my poor friend had very simple reason that I never
declared to be the starting point of in it."
"You never were in It?"
1
every investigation. I confess that
"No, Watson, I never was In It. My
In the evening
made little progress.
I
I strolled across the park and found note to you was absolutely genuine.
that I had come to the
myself about 0 o'clock at the Oxford had little doubt
I perceived the
street end of Park lane. A group of end of my career when
late
loafers upon the pavements, all staring somewhat sinister figure of the
me Trofessor Moriarty standing upon the
up at a particular window, directed
narrow pathway which led to safety.
I read an Inexorable purpose in his

month.

clusion of the inquest.
The IIou. Ronald Adair was the second son of the Earl of Maynootli, at
that time governor of one of the AusAdair's mother had
tralian colonies.
returned from Australia to undergo the
for cataract, and she. lier son

am

"Well, you're not a spirit anyhow,"
said I. "My dear chap. I'm overjoyed
to see you. Sit down and tell me how
you came alive out of that dreadful

a

if 1 have not shared my knowledge
with them, for I should have considered it my first duty to have done so had
1 not been barred by a positive prohibition from his own lips, which was
only withdrawn upon the 3d of last

in my mind and found no explanation
which appeared to me to be adequate.
At the risk of telling a twice told tale
I will recapitulate the facts as they
were known to the public at the con-

For an instant I
chasm.
that It was an accident, but a
moment later, looking up, I saw a
man's head against the darkening sky,
and another stone struck the very
ledge upon which I was stretched
within a foot of my head. Of course
the meaning of this was obvious. Morlarty had not been alone. A confederate—and even that one glance had told
me how dangerous a man that confederate was—had kept guard while the
professor had attacked me. From a
distance, unseen by me, he had been h
Witness of his friend's death and of
my escape. He had waited, and then,
making ids way around to the top of
the cliff, he had endeavored to succeed
where his comrade had failed.
"I did not take long to think about It
Watson. Again I saw that grim face
look over the cliff, and I knew that It
was the precursor of another stone.
I scrambled down on to the path. I
Into

thought

a.l riicht, but Indeed, Ilolmes, 1
Goad
can hardly believe r.iv eyes,
to Ihluk that you-vou of all
henv< ;i
men—should be standing In my study!"
Λ g tin I gripped him by the sleeve and
felt the thin, sinewy arm beneath it.

oughfare.

ine

hibition of coloring butter.
We
acknowledge the theoretical
justification for the claim of inconsistency, but must maintain that an absolute consistency is, from a practical
standpoint, absurd.
Take preservatives—even those considered innocuous by many physicians
—it is certainly eminently practical to
prohibit their use in milk or cream
which are used for infants and invalids
and often comprise their entire food.
On the other hand the permission to
use a small amount of preservative in
buiter, as is permitted in Eoglainl, or iu
other food products not used by infants
and used only in small quantities by

rock, falling from above, boomed past
me, struck the path and bounded over

reriK'nvance."

young man himself who had fastened
the door. But how did lie come by bis
Xo one could have climbed
death?
up to tlie window without leaving
traces.
Suppose a man had fired
through the window, he would indeed
be a remarkable shot who could with
η revolver iuilict so deadly a wound.
Again, Park lane is a frequented thor-

case

Wiley and the Food Laws.
Commenting editorially on Dr. Wiley's position in regard to coloring butter, and his recent article in the American Industries on the inconsistencies in
State Food Laws, the New York ProdReview eays: We have hitherto
uce
defended Dr. Wiley as beiug honest in

Busy

Sjjecialty.

J

flowers nor the earth showed any sign
of having been disturbed, nor were
there any marks upon the narrow strip
of grass which separated tbe house

the lion. Ronald Adair
under most unusual and
inexplicable circumstances. The public
has already learned those particulars of
the crime which came out in the police
investigation, but a good deal was suppressed upon that occasion, since the

Or.

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

■

(Ctfyrir.'il, l?0S, ty jl. Con α λ Doylt and hllltr'i
IWl/jrJ
(Cifyrlgkt, 1905, by MtCUrt, Phillips Ο Ce.)
Τ was iu the spring of the
year ISiM'tliat all Loudon
was interested and tiie
fashionable world dismayed by the murder of

1 carted the alfalfa off the field as soon
possible after cutting, then sowed
half as much more alfalfa seed and harrowed it in with my double action cutaway harrow in two directions, set at a
light angle. My object in doing this
was to reset it and improve the stand.
Remember, there is no fear of getting on
I have used my
too much grass seed.
cutaways for resetting alfalfa many
in
years, all along the west coast and
the arid region. I am now sending a
largo carload of double action harrows
to Los Angeles, Cal., to be used in resetting alfalfa.
Scientific men say that certain bacteria
are necessary to start a new field of
alfalfa. They say that they go down
into the roots and aid the plant to
gather nitrogen. I think they are correct, but I have none. I have been
hunting among the roots for bacteria a
month or more; hereafter 1 shall hunt
for tops and let the roots take care of
themselves. In this dry weather the
roots are hunting for water, and it looks
as if they were
finding it. Six inches
growth in twelve days; timothy stubble
a
month old side by side not yet
started.
I am just in from the field, the thirteenth morning after cutting. To my
surprise, 1 tind some of the alfalfa eight
inches high. Its average height is fully
six inches. Neighbors said I would kill
it, others said it would turn yellow and
die without bacteria. No grass will die
when it has anything to live for, I now
expect quite a large second crop before
frost. Will report later and perhaps
add it to my grass circular. 13y the
want to
way, if Tribune Farmer readers
know how to make money and five tons
of timothy and red top hay to the acre
let them send me a two-cent stamp and
I will tell them how; but at present I
will not tell them how to make money
in growing alfalfa. I must learn the
fact myself first. At present I am only
giving methods and results.—George
M. Clark in Tribune Farmer.

—

people.
Mfelioine for Buy Peopl·.
Brians OolJea Health and Renewed Vigor.
A
tic f< >r Constipation. Indigestion. Live
The agricultural fair problem ia a
a·, 1 Ki
lu.-y Troubles, Pimpltn. hezemn. Impure
for newspaper discussion,
U.i 1 Breath. Sluk*iC'»ii Bowels, Hfadach'· popular topic
H.u kai-lif. It'* K<>cky Mountain Teu in tat>· and since the recent statement of the
Uenuiati mude by
Tin, 3."> cent;· a box.
chief of the district police the subject
i!
v-reR Dfti'o Company, Madison, Wis.
has had
quite general airing. The
PEOPLE
ΓALLOW
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR
reSpencer Leader recently had some
flections drawn out by my utterances in
this correspondence. It says: "There
Homo Laundry. is here
and there a stray society which
I.atlics' tVaihlni* W»«t«l.
makes a legitimate agricultural fair pay
expenses, but it is the exception.
.s : : 1 rt Waists and Skirts a
The general public, not the farmer, is
Work done in the best manner.
supporting the agricultural fair, and the
34 Hill Stri et.
general public must get something for
South Paris.
their money in amusement or something
else, or the fair will have to close up
The state is annually
shop.
paying out large sums in society bounties and the like in a good cause—the
of agriculture—but few will
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- fosteriug
to
deny that much of the money paid
solicited.
;
^ yiar.
the agricultural societies fails to bring
tl. D. COLE.
anv return whatever to the state or the
object for which the money is iutended."
Bryant's Pond, Me.
Now these facts are admitted. 1 am
April i2ih, 19)5.
troing to have no quarrel with my friend
Heff«-rnan. But what is the remedy?
The answer to this question is complicated by the law which makes the state
hoard of agriculture a delegate body,
and makes the light of a society to be
represented on the board of agriculture
depend on its having au annual cattle
Jeweler and Graduate
show. The vaudeville agricultural fair
is a part of the state governmental machine. If we were starting new with
* IS,000 to epeud annually for the benefit
of the farmers ot the state it would not
all go in bounties to cattle shows. The
fanners would get more help by other
But the
uses of some of the money.
MAINE.
state is in this rut, each society is jealous of its prerogatives, and the state
board is also jealous of its position, and
discussion on the
very sensitive to any
subject, Hence any progressive steps
The more I study the
are difficult.
fair problem the more I beagricultural
you το send ua your
come convinced that a mere superficial
change, a paring down of the premium
list tc reduce expenses or other surface
reforms, will not accomplish the desired
an<l have Ih m matle tutu handsome,
result. The real trouble is with changdesirable
ed conditions. The modern agricultural
experiment station and agricultural
college, the modern enterprising news
at about one-half the co«-t of any rug
cart
paper, the modern steam and trolley
M.
booklet
I
for
Sen<
can
buy
you
have so changed things that the cattle
NOVELTY RUU CO.,
show is no longer the i;reat and only
jM Congress .Street,
agricultural educator. If state bountiet
MAINE.
PORTLAND.
are to be paid they should be paid foi
actual agricultural education and nul
for the cattle shows exclusively. If th<
state board of agriculture is to continu*
a delegate body—to have a state execu
tive department made up of delegate!
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- from local societies is a faulty principh
luck and Poplar, delivered on car* at —the right to have a delegate ahoulc
tu Hethel,
any It. K. Station from Powual
rest on something more substantial thai
the coining year.
holding a catttle show.—George M
E. W. PENLEY, West Pane.
W hi taker in New England Farmer.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.
A Novel Way to Start Bushes.
David tell· us his way to star
Uncle
PARKER'S
Hi
currant and gooseberry bushes.
HAIR BALSAM
and bcaatifle· the hair.
boils potatoes until they are nearly
Pnxuotae * lu*ttfinf.t gu»«th.
whioî
done, then lets them cool, after
Mever Tall·» te Bjetoe OrjT
Bur to tU Youth, ul Oolcr.
he takes a gooseberry or currant cut
Glum V·.)» diMoar· * >>a!r tailing
ajc.«:-.d»l-uOat Pragft^»
ting and sticks it in the potato, thei
puts it into the ground. Every sli|
and will grow well all sum
sprouts
NOTICE.
mer.
Try this method next spring.Cor. in New England Parmer.
23,
Maine,

No. 1 of the Series

fifty-two days.

ILLUSTRATED
BY F. D. STEELE

A uiinute examination of the circumstances served only to make the case
îu tlie first place, no
more complex.
reason could be given why the young
man should have fastened the door
upon the inside. There was the possibility that the murderer had done this
and bad afterward escaped by the window. The drop was at least twenty
feet, however, and a bed of crocuses In
full bloom lay beneath. Neither the

the Empty House

as

yard.

Â

ïhe Adventure of

carefully heaped every night.
The result was 10,500 pounds of dry
hay in barn—;5,000 pounds to the acre in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

By A. CONAN DOYLE.

was

an

after-taste of brandy upon my Hps.
Holmes was bonding over my chair,
his flr. de In his hand.
"My dear Watson," said the well remembered voice, "I owe you a thousand apologies. I bad no idea that } ou
wou'.l I« "3 affected."
1 g:·!: ped him l.y the arms.
"1 iohr.e !" 1 cried. "Is It really you?
Ογ.:ι it ind'.cd be that y an are alive? Is
It ρ > iM>· t?!nt you succeeded In clliubiug out ■■■,( that awful abyss?"
said iie. "Are you
•'W lit a η: >:
>:u:v ti.at you are really Ut to discuss
tbl'.x-'t 1 have given you a serious
: hocl: by my unnntreswrily dramatic

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
Author of "The Adventure· of Sherlock Holme·,"
"The Hound of the Bukcrvlllit." "The Sign
of the Four," "A Study In Scarlet." Etc.

conclusions, ydu departed for the hotel,
and I was left nlone. I had Imagined
that I had reached the end of my adventures. but a very unexpected occurrence showed me that there were surprises still in store for me. A huge

the first uud the lust time lu my lire.
Certaluly a gray mist swirled before
my eyes, and when It cleared I fourni
my collar ends undone and the tingling

George M. Clark's Alfalfa Field.
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most peculiar personal opportunities.
I came over at once to London, called
in my own person at Baker street,
threw Mrs. Hudson into violent hysterics and found that Mycroft had preserved my rooms and my papers exactly as they bad always lieen. So It was,
tomy dear Watson, that at 2 o'clock
day I found myself in my old armchair in my own old room and only
wishing that I could have seen my old
friend Watson in the other chair which

he lias so often adorned."
Such was the remarkable narrative
to which I listened on that April evening. a narrative which would have
beeu utterly incredible to me had it not
been confirmed by the actual sight of
the tall, spare figure and the keen, eato
ger face, which I had never thought
In some manner lie had
see again.

sad bereavement,
and his sympathy was slnwn in his
in his words.
manner rather than

learned of my

own

"Work Is the best antidote to sorrow,
have
my dear Watson," said he, ''and I
a piece of work for us both tonight
which if we can bring It to a successful conclusion will in itself Justify α
man's life on this planet." In vain I
him to tell me more. "You will

begged

hear and see enough before morning."
he answered. "We have three years of
the past to discuss. Let that su Ά ce until half past 0, when we start trion the
notable adventure of the empty house."

It was indeed like old times when at
that hour I found myself seated Deslde
him in a hansom, my revolver in my
in
pocket and the thrill of adventure
cold and stern
my heart. Ilolmes was
street
and silent. As the gleam of the
features
lamps flashed upon his austere
down
I saw that his brows were drawn
in thought and his thin lips compressed.
were
I knew not what wild beasts we
about to hunt down in the dark jungle
well asof criminal London, but I was
sure:! frcui the bearing of tills master
was a
huntsman that the adventure
most grave one, while the sardoult
smile which occasionally brokt tbrougL
foi
his ascetic gloom boded little «ood

the object of our quest.
1 hud Imagined that we wete l>oun<1
for Bilker street, but ilolmes stoppe.!
the cab at the corner of Cavendisii
as he steppe*'
««pure. I observed Uint
out -he gave a most searching glance ti
right and left and at every «ubscqiieui
street corner he took the utmost palm
to assure that he was not followed

Our route was certainly a singular one
Holmes' knowledge of the byways ο
London was extraordinary, aud on till
occasion he passed rapidly and with ai
assured step through a network ο

mews and stables the very existeuci
of which I had never known. Wi
emerged at last Into α small road line*
with old, gloomy bouses which led u
into Manchester street and so to Bland

ford street.

Here he turned swiftl;

down
passage, passed through
a wooden gate Into a deserted yard am
then opened with a key tbe back doo
a narrow

house.

We entered together, an

be closed It behind

us.

The place was pitch dark, but It wa
evident to me that It was an ernpt
bouse. Our feet creaked and crackle
over the bare planking, and my ou
stretched hand touched a wall froi
which the paper was hanging in ril
bone. Holmes' cold, thin fingers closc
around my wrist and led me forwai
down a long bull until I dimly taw tt

ciut'-hed Holmee' nrra nnd

Flere
over the door.
Holmes turned suddenly to the right,
und we found ourselves in η large,
square, empty room, heavily shadowed
In the corners, but faintly lit In the
center from the lights of the street beyond. There was no lamp near, and
the window was tlilrk with dust, so
that we could only Just discern each

murky fan light

ward.

us.

.Three years had certainly not smoothed the asperities of his temper or hie
impatience with a less active intelligence than his own.
"Of courue It has moved," said he.
"Ain I such a farcical bungler, Watson, that 1 should erect an obvious
dummy and expect that some of the
sharpest men In Europe would be deceived by it? We have beeu in this
room two hours, und Mrs. Hudson has

•'Do you know where we are?" he

whispered.

"Surely that Is Baker stteet," I answered, staring through the dim window.
"Exactly. We are In Camden House,

quarters."
"But why

opposite

up-

"The shadow has moved!" I cried.
It was Indeed no longer the profile,
hut the hack, which was turned toward

other's figures within. My companion
put his hand upon my shoulder and
his lips close to my ear.

which stands

pointed

made some change in that figure eight
or once In every quarter of an
She works It from the front,
hour.
so that her shadow may never be eeeu.
Ah!" lie drew In his breath with a
In the dim
shrill, excited intake.

to our own old

times,

are we here?"
"Because It commands so excellent

view of that picturesque pile. MVit
I trouble you, my dear Watson, to
draw a little nearer to the window,
taking every precaution not to show
yourself, and then to look up at our
old rooms-the starting point of so
We
many of your little fairy tales?
will see if my three years of absence
have entirely taken away my power to

a

light I saw ills head thrown forward,
his whole attitude rigid with attention.
Outside, the street was absolutely deserted. Those two men might still be
crouching In the doorway, but I could
All was still and
no longer see them.
dark save only that brilliant yellow
screen In front of us with the black

figure outlined upon Its center. Again
surprise you."
I heard that thin,
I crept forward and looked across In the utter silence
of Intense
at the familiar window. As my eyes sibilant note which spoke
An Instant
excitement.
a cry suppressed
and
a
I
it
gasp
fell upon
gave
buck luto the blackof amazement. The blind was «low n. later he pulled me
I felt bis
and a strong light was burning In the est corner of the room, and
was warulug hand upon my lips. The Auroom. The shadow of a man who
me were qtflverseated In a chair within was thrown gers which clutched
in hard, black outline upon the lumillier· w ·
nous screen of the window,
tinno mistaking the poise of the head,
squareness of the shoulders, the sharpThe face was
ness of the feature·.
turned half around, and the cfiect was

ing.

Never had I

known my friend

moved, and yet the dark street
still stretched lonely and motionless
more

before us.

But suddenly I was aware of that
which his keener senses bad already
distinguished. A low, stealthy souud
came to my ears not from the direction of Baker street, but from the
back of tlie very bouse in which we
A iloor opene«l and
concealed.

one of those black silhouettes
to
w'llch our grandparents loved
frame. It was a i>erfect reproduction
So amazed was I that I
of Holmes.
threw out my hand to make sure that lay
An instant later steps crept
the man himself was standing bwlde shut.
which w to
He was quivering with silent down the passage—steps
me.
meant to be silent, but which reverberlaughter.
ated harshly through the empty house,
"Well?" said lie.
the
"Good heavens!" I cried. "It is mar- llohues crouched back against
wall, ami 1 did the same, my h tud
velous!"
of my revolver.
"I trust that age doth not wither nor closing upon the handle
1 saw t'.io
custom stale my Infinite variety, said Peering through the gloom,
a shade bln-kAnd I recognized in his voire the vague outline uf a nrtn.
he
in er than the blackness of t!:e o, en
jov and pride which the artist takes
lie stood for an instant, :.nd
his own creation. "It really Is rathei door,
then he crept forward, crouching. nteulike me, Is it not?"
II·· was wlililu
"I should be prepared to swear tliat aciug. into the room.
sinister lig re,
this
of
us,
three
yards
It was you."
braced myself lo meet his
•The eriMllt of the execution Is due and I had
wlm spring before I realized that he had
to M Oscar Mennier of Grenoble,
He pa*= ed
of our presence.
spent some days In doing the molding. no Idea
stole" over to the winIt Is a bust in wax. The rest I ar- close beside us,
and nolsele.-dy
ranged myself during my visit to Ba- dow and very softly
sank
raised it for half a foot. As he
ker street this afternoon."
of this opeuing the light of
level
to
the
"But why?"
no longer dimmed by the
"Because, my dear Watson. I had tin the street,
fell full upon Ills face.
wishing
for
glass,
dustv
reason
strongest possible
ι»
certain people to think that I was tin
fW HK CONTINU ED.J

that of

when 1 was really elsewhere.
"And you thought the rooms were
watched?"
"I knew that they were watched.
"By whom?"
"By my old enemies, Watson. By tin
charming society whose leader lies In
Von must re
the Itclehcnhaeh fall.
member that they knew, and only they

·ιΓ»

chatty
technical information about a strangely fascinating sport, occupies one of
the topmost niches in the huge tem-

knew that I was still alive. Sooner 01
later they believed that I should come
bark to mv rn tins. They watched them
continuously, and this morning they
saw me

Aliglor,"

This in-ig'iiiie.inl i.uodecimo volume
not remarkabie for any «'special literary merit bey >nd an easy, cheerful,
good humor. Interlarded with

fame.
ple of British bibliographical
"Worth its v.eight in gold" is a very
Inadequate expression. The number
of sovereigns its value represents overIts companion
balances many copies.
volume, the second part, by Charles

arrive."

"IIow do you know?"
"Because I recognized their sentinel
when I glanced out of my window. lie
Is a harmless enough fellow, Parker by

name,

Cotton, was not issued from the press
until twenty-three years later and naturally increases the alieady stupendous
when found w.tli the earlier
prit

formidable person who was behind him.
the bosom friend of Morlarty. the man
who dropped the rocks over the «HIT,
rhe most cunning and dangerous criminal In London. That is the man who is
after me tonight. Watson, and that Is

wityear passes that does not
it> reissue in some form or other,
either delicate and dear for the connoisseur's shelves or commonplace and
cheap for the traveler's pocket. There
is a charm about the book which time

a girroter by trade and a remarkable performer upon the Jews- work.
I cared nothing for him. But
The perennial popularity of "Walharp
I cared a great deal for the much more ton's Angler" is very remarkable. Sel-

dom

the man who is quite unaware that we
after him."

apparently

are

and the trackers tracked.
rt«it angular shadow up yonder was
(he bait, and we were the hunters. In
silence we stood together In the darkness and watched the hurrj ing figures
and repassed In front of
who
watched

passed

was silent and motionless,
but I could tell that he was keenly
inalert and that his eyes were fixed
tently upon the stream of pu-aersby.
It was a bleak and boisterous night,
niul the wind whistled shrilly down the

Holmes

he fidgeted with his feet and
tapped rapidly with his fingers upon

once

the wall. It was evident to me that he
his
was Ix'coming uneasy and tiut
plans were not working out nlto rcthei
At h :t a< mMabJht
as he had hoped.
approached and the street gra lua.lj

cleared he p»ved up mid down the
I
1*0 >m III uncontrollable agitation.
to
wis about to make sovie r^iu-k
him when I rnlsel my eye« to t!« li it
<>d window and η.'Γη expert "-ed a.
I
mut as ir.vit a s-,ir»rl« -is b Ore.

pieces

to

long street. Many people were moving
to and fro, most of them muffled In their

It
coats and cravats. Once or twice
seemed to me that 1 had seen the same
noticed
figure before, and I especially
two men who appeared to 1κ» sheltering
themselves from the wind in the doorthe
way of a house some distance up
street. I tried to draw my companion's
attention to them, but lie gave a little
ejaculation of Impatience and continued to stare into the sirc;-t. More tli ui

cannot destroy.

Style· In Africa.
The women bore a hole in their top
this until it
lip and gradually Increase
two
Is able to inclose a disk of wood
A
and even three inches In diameter.
on us
Mublra woman came to call
fivewhose disk measured two and
size of the
eighths inches across. The
rank of
wood inserted proclaims the
allowed
are
only
Peasants
the person.
of stick of the same diwear

My friend's plans were gradually revealing themselves. I'rotn this convenient retreat the watchers were heme

us

a

ness

I

I

mensions as a match.
causes the
The weight of the wood
the mouth, aud
lip to fall dowu over
lift up
in order to eat it Is necessary to
while the
liiis shutter with one hand
mouth.
other conveys the food to the
the
Frequently the lip breaks under the
strain put upon it, in which case
and
disconnected ends are carried back
of
tied to the ear.—"Un the Borders

i'ygmy Land."

Tlit* Γη t η m it πι η.

The catamaran, made ot a holloweil
Maslop. shares the popularity of the

of Masoola boat with the lisle-nne.i
dras. The rickety looking contrivance
in the skillful
can weather any storm
sent by
native hands, and letters are
when
this means to nliips in the oiling
shore is
other communication with the
impossible. The catamaran requires
the ragsteering with a paddle tln'ouuli
luatman may
ing surf, and, though the
rude
be frequently dashed out of the
he
skiff by the violence of the wave*,
in with the
leaps into his frail bark ag
cataefficiency of long practice, and the
crest of the
maran, flying over the
threaten instant
great billows which
destruction, acconipllidiv* lite perilous
voyage In safety.

FIFTY CENTS
I Ν gain

some

conditions the

from the use
of Scott's Emulsion is
very rapid. For this
reason we put up a
fifty-cent size, which is
enough for an ordinary

useful
babies
for
as a trial
and children. In other
conditions the gain is

cough or cold

or

slower—health cannot

be built up in a day.
!n such cases Scott's
Emulsion must be taken
as

food
medicine.

nourishment;

rather than
It's

a

weak

a

a

food for tired and

digestions.

A flint For Lover·.

different
Being "in love" Is very
a selfish
from loving and may be only
emotion, which L* the direct opposite
without lovof loving. Being in love
ing is I >ndage—sometimes pleasant
and sometimes painful, but always
True
boudage, says Leslie's Monthly.

both
means freedom—freedom
ourselves and, as fur us it is In our
whom we love,
power to give It, for uli
human
for when we truly love another
of his
being we love him for the sake
best
best strength, his best use and his
and not at all for the sake

loving
for

happiness,

of ourselves.
CoHtly Cord·.
that
The Empress Catherine, noticing
had
who
J'otoeka,
.Mile.
beautiful
the
imlately come to court, hud uo pearls,
mediately commanded a fancy dress
bidden to
bull, to which the girl was
Mile.
as a milkmaid. Then while
come

Potocka

ped

was

dancing the empress slip-

superb necklace of pearl* into
exclamapail she carried aud at ber
a

the
the
tiou of wouder said, "It is only
milk which has curdled."
Sydney Smith·· Wit.

who
"By Jove," said α country squire
with
Stud tor free wmph
hud got the worst of uu argument
sou who was
Sydney Smith, "if I bad a
of him
a
make
parson
I'd
st.
a donkey
Scott & Bowne. 4W-4B
New York
straight away!"
Chf Iftf
"Possibly," returned the wit, "but
All drufglrt·
joc.andii.oo.
of a different
jour father was evidently
J mind."
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$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
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All legal advertisements
Advkbtiskmknts :
are given three connective Insertions for $1JO
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertto—

Ftrat Baptist Church, Bev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, paetor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:43 ▲. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 ».
7 JO p. M. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at SO. Covenant Meeting the last PrMay before the 1st
Sunday of the month at 2:30 p. m. All not
otherwise connected are cordially invited.
Universalis Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:49 a. m.

Professor E. Â. Daniels and family
er».
closed their summer home here and reNew type, fast presse·, steam turned to New York last week.
Job Ρκπγγιλο
Mrs. M. B. Carter and daughters left
power, experience·! workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our busiParis Hill, where they have spent the
ness complete and popular.
summer, and returned to Montclair, N.

J.,

on

Saturday.

Bttckfleld.
w«t Paris.
I
Schools oommenoed Monday.
afternoon s very
Wednesday
Λ**4
Corn packing ia on.
boMjeleetrio shower paased eut of
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter of Portland came
tbe rain wae oi *hort
Η°Γ μ
There WM but ""le Monday, he of the Portland Packing Co.
Howard P. Shaw, who has been eta0ηβ heayy 1)014 which
tioned at Rockland, ia at home for a
crashed down with such force
mark time with hia parente, Mr. and Mrs. I.
eveiy one felt it had hit some
with accuracy. It was soon learned that I W. Shaw.
Allen Irish of Bath is visiting his
deblock mill of Irish
Mrs. H. A. Irish.
Brothers & Co., and although eight or I parents, Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. Caldwell have been on a
ten men were in the mill at the time all
which seemed tour to Vermont, Old Orchard and other
a miracle.
The bolt demolished I points. They returned Monday.
almost a
Dr. W. B. Mead and Anna B. Mead of
the upper part of the chimney and passR. I., are guests at Hotel
Providence,
the
down
ed
building
through
I
the
k011^·
out
and
telephone
wood
burning
ing
G. W. Tilton has newly lettered and
and electric light wires. In the basethe Hotel Long sign.
ment it started a tire which was prompt- renovated
R. C. Thomes and wife have returned
ly discovered and extinguished. Mr. L
Orchard.
'ω in the office at the from Old
from the I A. W. Horton and S. N. Buck were
a
eeLvere 8hock
f
in town.
qÎÎ
electricity but nothing of a serions na-1 recently
In a half barrel used for mixing paint
oompany are to be congratuI there was four inches of water Monday.
lated upon their narrow escape
E. L. and Mrs. Parris and son of New
Fie,d ot Tuelltown has resummer
at their
who are
the
York,
has
and
his
farm
sold
bought
cently
on Paris Hill, were in town Tueshome
the
next
post
Morgan building
Mr. Parris appears to retain a
occupied by F. D. Small as store and day.
■strong attachment for his childhood
a,so barKained
home.
Mr. Small s stock and business. Mr I
The Buckfield Literary Club came out
to take account of
over ?7 ahead in their venture in
feg'ltî
some
»
stock. His
family are packing some of I
the Edward H.
Frye entertainment.
their household goods into closer
Mr. Field's family, The threatening condition of the eleaccommodate
to
1 Î"
who will move in as soon as convenient. I ments detracted largely by keeping many
NeIson went to Yarmouth at home.
Morrill & Cloutier are having a good
« 7" F',
the first of last week to assist Rev. Α. I
sale for their apple barrele. I near that
ry®Qt 'n a series of special meet-1 Ricker of Turner
has two thousand.
eXP6CtS to return the last of
Clarence Shaw is buying apples, lambs,
calves and poultry, and snipping to BosSunday evening, Sept. 3d, the W. C. ton.
i. u. Had a union meeting at the F. Β. I
Benj. Gerrish buys largely of cattle,
church and an address was given by
sheep and swine, shipping by carloads
Miss Jennie Belle Price of
week.
who is state organizer. Subject: "The every
The Buckfield Literary Club met
There was an opening
Xew Earth.
Tuesday with Mrs. Lola Maxim after a
and duete
Ε vacation of several weeks.
Mrs.
C.
and
Bates
G.
H.
Mrs.
by
Professor McConathy of Boston is a
Alice Barden and Madge Tuell
j Chase,
at Hotel Long.
In spite of the heavy storm quite a guest
I A. N. Merrill, having completed
j number were
present.
Horace Murch's house, is now putting
Miss Lola A. Lane goes Tuesday
an extension to C. M. Heald's barn.
The daughter of Gov. Long arrived

I
I

I
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Miss Jeannie Hubbard, who has been
at Paris Ilill most of the summer, reSept. 12-15.—Maine State fair, Lewlston.
turned to Boston Thursday.
Sept. 13.—Reunion First Maine Cavalry, LewMiss Marion Hallett is spending a
lstou.
fair.
21.—Oxford
County
short time at Rangeley with her brother.
Sept. 19, 30,
I
Boar
Sept- 21, 22.—Annual meeting Maine State
In addition to the regular morning
of Trade. Rumford Falls.
Universalist church next
Sept. 3ti, 27, 28.—Androscoggin Valley fair. Can- service at the
ton.
there will be a special service at
Sunday
Bethel.
Riverside
Park,
at
Sept- Λ>. 27, 28.—Fair
7:30 p. m., to celebrate the Lord's supOct. 3.—Oxford Pomona tirante, with Frederick
Roble tirange, OtlsHeld.
per. All are cordially invited to come
Oct. 3,4,5.—West Oxford fair, Kryeburg.
and participate.
Mr. George A. Jackson and Mrs. H.
P. Hammond left this Monday morning
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
for a month's visit to their brothers,
Thomas and Eugene Jackson, in BrownFall Styles.
I'arold Roofing.
ton, Minn.
The Newest Kali Styles.
Hon. and Mrs. Edward L. Parris enLadles' Specialty Store.
tertained as guests last week Mr. Chas.
For the fall Hunting.
Notice.
Wiley and son of Grange, N. J. Mr.
Petition for Discontinuance of Road In Paris.
Wiley is in charge of the bond departRuckfleld.
In
Road
of
Petition for Alteration
ment at the United States sub-treasury
Wanted.
in New York.
O. K.
Oxford County Fair.
Rev. John Van Schaick, Jr., of WashStrayed.
ington, D. C., was a guest at Ex-Gov.
Perham's last week.
Here and There.
Benjamin Spaulding and Mrs. Cyrus
C. Spaulding of Bucktield, and William
The progress of the times has brought C.
Spaulding and daughter of Caribon,
up a new problem for the "society" were calling on Paris Hill friends last
a
for
it
is
what
proper
papers, namely,
Friday.
woman to wear when she goes into court
In a report of the attempted burglary
to prosecute her petition for divorce. of Hamlin Memorial Hall a statement
account of the county fair the
Deep mourning, to signify her grief at chat Dr. Hamlin purchased the old jail On
to Wednesday
the wreck of her life? or half mourning, Deeds correction. The building and land meeting will be changed
of this week with Mrs. L. M. Irish
to indicate that her grief is tempered by were
and
heirs
the
Cuntmings
given by
Heary VIH wi"
hope.' or joyous apparel, symbolizing, as the remodeling and furnishing was finished. As
a
the meetings are to be
it were, the prospect of re-created bliss done
Hamlin.
Dr.
by
once in two weeks this year the next
beyond the shadow'.' It is singular that
Mrs. Van Sickle, who has made her
4th.
a matter of so nearly universal interest home here with Miss Ford for some will come Oct.
Mrs- J· H· Co,e started
as the question what is good form on
goes Tuesday to Brooklyn, Ν. Y., for
years,
f
Massachusetts where she will visit in
such an occasion has been neglected so to reside.
°ther pIaces for severa]
a"
long. But it won't do to let it go any
One of the social events of the past
longer—at least, not in Maine.
week was the tea given by Mrs. Albert E.
in rather slowly
Davies at "The Owl's Nest," the sumso far at the Burnham & Morrill factory.
Λ Chicago youth who «tôle $35<ι0 saye he had mer home of Hon. Prentiss Cummings.
some good fields neardo enjoyment in «quanderlng hU 111 gotten guln*.
Although a shower kept many from atbe
HU ex(>vrleD< e W a very couimun one. There U
a
number
a
enjoyed
goodly
■10 more fun In «pending money one has not tending,
earned than tiiere 1» In trying to eat without an very pleasant occasion.
of Shelburne,
E.
Bertha
Greene
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Roberts of Block
apiietlte.—Portland Advertiser.
V,8ltedm town a few days last
What a gloomy time some of our Island, R. I., are the guests of Paris Hill
week
multimillionaires must have, with their friends. Mr. Roberts is the son of a
A. R. Bucknam is now said to be liavsteam yachts and private cars, trying to former pastor of the Baptist church.
a run of bilious fever and is not
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Mathewson and ing
work off their tainted surplus.
much better. He is still in bed and not
Mrs. Merrill are on a three days' driving
I able to sit up any.
to the White Mountains.
Titcomb of Rumford Falln
The governors of several southern trip
Wintield S. Hutchinson, Esq., of Bos- I Mrs. Effie
»r
states are about to make an excursion
a·
is spending a vacation at Paris Hill.
ton,
trip to New England, visiting several
links were given over to the the middle of last week.
The
golf
fairs, including the Central Maine at caddies
Mrs. IIolden and two sons from Saco
last Saturday. .The caddies'
,Dt0 Mr8, Annie Emmons'
Waterville. The governor of North
tournament occupied the full day. In
Carolina will be one of the paxtv, but as
house
the forenoon the contest was medal play
the governor of South Carolina ιβ η
Mrs. F. S. Farnum has been awav tn
in singles, and the prize, a mug given by
included and Maine is a prohibition
the fall and winterstylee in millinery
get
won
Miss Gertrude Brown, was
by
state, it may be something ofa
but will be at her shop this week.
Arthur Shaw he doing ten holes in fortyhow long a time it will be oetween
Baldwin, wife and little
In the afternoon the fourtwo strokes.
drinks.
arrived at A. E. Marshall's Friday
somes were played, some handicapping aon,
have been spending
of last week.
being done. The prizes were golf clubs, a vacation in They
Massachusetts with Mr
The three-vear-old eon of Charles the tiret being won by Herbert Gibbs and
and
Badwins relatives. Mr.
Mayo of Benton Falls drank a pint bot- tiowaru i/Uie, ιιιβ secouu oy cation Jewhereaweek or more
tle of washing tluid containing a large ell and Walter Harding. The prizes and
un
amount of ammonia. Tuesday aftûr°°?°' the tea were given by Mrs. Brown. Mr.
aud only piompt treatment savedI h« Mathewson and Mrs. Brown also gave
three other prizes to unsuccessful comlife. The mystery is how a
Greenwood.
old was able to get down sucha
petitors in the tournament.
All persons having books out of the
of the tiery stuff, or even that he should
Last Monday morning £. L. Dunham
be willing to swallow it at all.
Baptist Sunday School library are re- went to Oxford to take charge of the
quested to return them as soon as possi- retorts in the corn factory, accompaniod
ble as the librarian wishes to make a by Floyd Morgan, who is to be his
It will probably be called the treaty of
assistant. There is every prospect of a
catalogue of the library.
Portsmouth. The conference oi
Miss Georgia I'erham is spending a line harvest down there in common with
it was the outcome had its inception in
few days this week as the guest of rela- all other places.
Washington; it held its sessions in Kittives at Norway Lake.
A letter from D. O. Davis of Minnterv the envovs spent their time when
Owing to the rain the golf tournament esota informs us that the wheat crop is
a hotel in
not engaged in
and tea arranged for last Monday and first class, while corn will be a failure
Newcastle; the terms on which an
Tuesday was postponed to Friday and unless the frost holds otf through
ment was tinally reached were
Saturday of the present week. The September. That crop is uncommonly
ly arranged by communication
drawing for partners will be made at the late in consequence of the cold, wet
Oyster Bay, St. Petersburg and Tokio. club house at ten o'clock
Friday fore- spring. Again Mr. Davis failed to comof
the
it's
called
That's why
treaty
noon and the tournament begin at that
plete his farm trade; the first time his
Portsmouth.
time. The method of play will be some- wife refueed to sign the papers thinking
what different from that in former tour- he was selling it too cheap, and the next
Now that peace is a fai t, we shall see uaments, every couple entering will have time the man's wife objected to the
whether there is a string attachment on to play every other couple and the couple location. Mr. Davis is a native of Hartthat promise of a national assembly winning the most times takes the first ford, and should he succeed in selling
which was promulgated by the czar at a prize.
out he would perhaps come back here
critical period of the peace negotiations.
Lyman Case met with a very peculiar to spend the remainder of his days.
While climbing
accident last week.
Of course the presumption is
It now looks as if Daniel Bryant would
over a fence at "Long Look" Farm he lead this part of the town in the apple
he meant what he said and will tarry
fell backward on to an axe cutting quite crop. Some of the trees are so loaded
out.
a gash in his back.
that the limbs are broken down, although propped up to prevent euch
This rioting in Japan is an absurd
PARTKIDUE DISTRICT.
accidents.
After all the
anti-climax.
a
met
with
William
Mason
Mrs.
S.
very
They used to say that a rainbow in
and the plain common sense that the
painful accident by a frightened steer the
gives sailors fair warning;
Japanese have manifested in preparation knockiug her down and trampling on and morning
that is what we had last Tuesday at
for the war and in lighting it, the huher. No bones are broken but she is (> o'clock a. m.
Perhaps it is rather late
u.auitv and moderation displayed m the
bruised and helpless. We do to speak of it as catching hay weather,
conduct of the war and the ™gnan>m«t> awfully
not know as yet how badly she is hurt. so will mention the fact that Prank
of the neace terms, and above all, toe
Brooks cut his oats more than a week
unity of the, nation
East Hebron.
ago, and they are still in the field at
from first to last, it is too bad that our
has
our
wells
and
filled
storm
late
The
this writing. But we take no stock in
little brown neighbors should be caug
the grass a bright shade. Some the theory that because it rained the
in such foolish actions. Whence comes given
farmers fear the potatoes left in the first Sunday in this month it will do
it, from the original Jap or the \enetr of
ground may receive no benefit but an likewise the other three. Sort of an
Western civilization'.'
injury.
unbelieving Thomas, as it were.
The remains of Mr. and Mrs. Alanson
IIow times change; fifty years ago
One of the coolest things that has Record are to be removed from Bucktield there were nearly as many colts as there
'* and placed in North Auburn, where a were mares to produce them; and during
appeared during the summer
the suit brought by Miss Mae C. AVood, lot has been purchased for the family, this whole season we have seen but one
and their children, with a monument and that was a mule owned by a son of
already of more or less
Miss Clara Washburn, Mrs. 0. G. Whitman. And the same might
against Senator Thomas C. Piatt, for erected.
half a
be said of geese and turkeys
$25 000. The services alleged, for which Record's sister, was buried in the lot.
A fiue Sunday School picnic was en- century ago those domestic fowls were
the suit is brought, are for
ofT' to the senator the inside workings joyed near the post oftice last Saturday. seen on almost every farm, while during
of the post office department while Miss A goodly number were present and a flue the past season we have seen but two
time reported. Those who could not at- geeee and oue tlock of turkeys. Verily
Wood was an employee there. I
such a claim may be legally collectable, tend were not forgotten, but were boun- "there is only one thing constant and
that is change."
though as to its moral statue there could tifully treated with the best of food.
Mr. £. Lane's daughter and friend
Wintield Emmons is a family relative
be no question. If the suit is not unique
in the courts of the world, it certainly and Mrs. Smith's daughter visited them and made us a visit recently. He had
last week from Massachusetts.
been at work for a company several
ought to be.
Mrs. Alma Wood and two children, years up in the woods, and he said it
Resolutions
now of Massachusetts, but
formerly was surprising how they were grinding
furnished as the expression of Sumner residents of this place, gave her old up the forests; and the opinion of some
Soldiers'
Veteran Association on the friends a call last week. All were hap- seems to be that in a few years the last
"
A-t py to meet her again.
tree will be cut for pulp or some other
C»pt Gilbort M. Small,
purpose.
secretary and treasurer;
Sumner.
But the fact that the forests keep
Whereas, Death has invaded and reis
on
Julia
Bowker
the
sick
list.
Mrs.
moved from our ranks onr beloved
growing, and in due time reproduce
to
her
Morrill
has
returned
Gladys
themselves, seems generally to be overcomrade, Capt. Gilbert M. Small ; thereschool in Buckfield.
looked; but they do, very similar to the
L. O. Brackett of Auburn was in this animal kingdom. To illustrate: DurThat in his death our Assomost place recently.
one of its
bas'
ing the fall and winter of 1852-'531
Mrs. Cynthia Morrill is visiting rela- worked logging on a township near Mt.
honore<l members whose loss will be
keenlv felt, but whose honest, exem- tives in Hartford.
Katahdin; the company taking off about
Mrs. Amner Marshall of Saint John, one million of pine and spruce, mostly
plary life and unsullied character will
has
been
D.
her
C.,
visiting
the former; and that same township had
still be cherished in our ■"emory, and Washington,
been cut over about 35 years previous,
incite in us a desire to emulate his vir sister, M re. Uannah Russell.
of
Miss
Abbie
Tuell,
Massachusetts, the big stumps being everywhere in
tues and follow in the paths of
and loyalty which for so many years he is visitiug her niece, Mrs. Willie Ames.
evidence, and I presume the same terriDelpha Ford of Auburn visited his tory has been cut ovor once or twice
uncle, N. C. Ford, recently.
we tender to his family,
since that day.
now bereft of its best light and comfort,
Again: About 25 years ago I trimNorth Albany.
med up a fir tree in the edge of the bushes,
our sincere sympathy and kindest reMrs. Lelia Smith returned from a its size being about that of a fork hanThat these resolutions be visit to relatives in New Hampshire dle; and to-day that tree stands some
50 feet in height and measures just 54
suread upon our records and a copy be Tuesday.
Mrs. Martha Kimball and Mrs. Mary inches in circumference, one foot from
afflicted family, and also
and
two
children
visited
at
Bruwne
the ground.
to the press for publication.
over Sunday.
S. F. Stetson,
In view of the fact then that Maine is
)> Committee. Norway
and
Frances
Browne
Milford
S. Robinson,
daughter
larger than all the other five New Enghave been visiting in Waterford for a land states, and that a large part of it is
F. J. Brown, )
few days.
still covered with timber, which when
Sumner, Sept. 1, W0&·
Miss Gusta Kimball visited her brother removed will renew itself in a generaand family in Waterford recently.
Resolutions.
tion, we need have no fears that the
Mrs. Alice Abbott of Portland, Me., is forests will all be used up during the
Whereas, iu view of the loss by death
relatives in this place this week. next 100 years, providing the fires are
of our friend and brother, A. c. i. visiting
kept out.
King, and of the still greater loss to
Norway Lake.
those who were nearest and dearest to
Mrs. J. L. Partridge has been visiting
North Stonetiam.
him. Therefore be it
Resolved That Paris Grange has lost her mother in Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Β. B. McKeen and three
Mrs. Edward Steady and three chila brother ever ready to lend assistance
youngest children went to Norway last
and aid to the needy, a citizen whose dren of Island Pond, and Mr. and Mrs. week to visit his sister, Mrs. Austin Mcwere
of
Waterford,
upright and industrious life was a stand- Warren Kneeland
Allister. W. W. Durgin did their chores
at J. S. Kneeland's recently.
ard of emulation to all.
while they were away.
from
Waterreturned
Etta Κ ilgorejias
Resolved, That this grange extend
School here commenced Monday with
ford where she has been working.
their heartfelt sympathy to hu»
This is
Miss Villa Gammon as teacher.
visithas
been
who
their
Mrs.
this
in
relatives
ter and
Stoughton,
great
Miss Gammon's first attempt at teaching at A. D. Kilgore's this summer, ing. We wish her much success.
That a copy of these reso- returned to her home in Massachusetts
Mn. Frank Grover and children have
lutions be spread upon the rwordsof Wednesday.
moved into Will Culbert's old house.
this grange, a copy «en*, for publication
Mr. Grover is at Casoo at work.
to the Oxford Democrat, and a copy
Qilead.
Flora McKeen is quite sick with the
sent to his daughter.
Mr. A. L. Burbank of Portland was in shingles.
iktae
Chas. Edwards, i Committee
Ella Sawyer is at work in the corn
Qilead last week and visited the ceme-

Coming Event·.
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Wednesday.
W. C. Spaulding

and daughter-in-law
of Caribou are guests of relatives.
Walter Turner, blacksmith, has a device for holding vicious horses, thereby
counteracting brute force. A frame
with a sling, and a shackle to spring
around the ankle, and then extend the
When the
foot at the desired point.
horse begins to show his mettle, "No you
don't." He then succumbs to the in-

evitable.

Β. Y. Benson and J. E. Taft of Whitman, Mass., have recently been in town.
Tliede Thayer of South Paris was in
town Thursday, when a trial of speed
was on with the fast colts of Geo. Record and Frank Barrett. They are said
to be good ones.
Our streets are in
poor condition,
caused from laying the water main.
We
whaleback
and
Stones
ridges.
learn the town has been sued for a thousand dollars damage to a man by coming
in contact with a rock.

North Paris.

Mrs. Carrie Marshall is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Eugene Curtis.
Mr. P. W. Curtis and lady visited at
W. E. Curtis' Sept. 2-3.
Mrs. Emeet Mason has been visiting
her sister in Hartford for a week.
Mr. Alby Grover of West Paria and
Miss Lena Parker were united in matrimony by C. B. Benson, Esq., Sept. 2.
We wish them much happiness.

company enjoyed a picnic in Hammond's grove Sept. 2d. They
had a tine day and good time.
II. W. Dunham has retired from the
active management of the store, which
will now be run by his son, Carl Dunham.
Frank Gowell is building a large
chicken house.
Fred Wing is working for R. B. Nevers
for a few days.
Mrs. Samuel Keene gave birth to a
girl baby Sept. 2d, weighing 12 pounds.

Quite

a

large

Mrs. C. Κ. Lawrence visited friends
here a few days last week.
Sam Johnson visited in Vermont re-

cently.

C. H. Beck and wife and A. J. Abbott

attended Oxfocd Pomona at North Buckfield last week.
Mrs. J. II. Dunham, Dea. W. W. Dunham and wife attended the Baptist Asso-

ciation at West Sumner last week.
Speaking of Dea. Dunham reminds me
of his recent fishing trip to our great
Maine lakes, where he with his wife and
friends, F. D. Welcombe and family,
went for a ten days' feast in the finny
tribe that are so abundant in those
waters. It took three horsee and a
hired man to get the fiehermen, women,
the outfit and provision to the spot. We
suppose it was intended to fill the

empty provision boxes and grain bags
with just a few of the large surplus of
the handsome beauties that they surely
expected to have. But alas, the fates or
some evil spirit was against them and in

all tbat vast region only a few little
small underwitted pouts, (we call them
hornpouts here they grow so large and
fat, so ready to take the baited hook,)
could be induced to bite, and so the
stay was shortened up, and with a light
load a start was made for the land of
plenty and a good square feed.

Byron.

A. S. Young is visiting his Bister, Mrs.

at Kingfleld.
Mrs. Whittier of South Carthage, and
her daughter, Mrs. Austin Greene, and
daughter, are visiting at Mr. Jotham

Doyen,

Shaw's.

Clarence Young from West Minot is
friends in town.
Mclntire Brothers and Poster have
several teams- hauling epool strips from
their mill in No. β to Byron station.
The Richmond
Company also are
hauling birch strips from their mill in
West Byron to Byron station.
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor attended the campmeeting at Berry's Mills.
Miss Emma Libby of Bridgton is visiting at Dr. Taylor's.
A party visited Tumbledown Mountain on Tuesday. Berries quite plenty.

visiting

Hebron.
All are glad to welcome Dr. Crane
borne after his two months' vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Melcher and son
of Portland have been spending a week
with his brother, H. L. Melcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Thompson and
little child of New Sharon, have been
visiting Mr. Thompson's sister, Mrs.
Fred Sturtevant.
Miss Etta Sturtevant has gone back to

Auburn.

The Thayers, who have been occupying Mrs. Cordelia Everett's house during the summer, returned to their home
in Jamaica Plain Thursday.
Mr. Augustus Bumpus, who has been
very seriously ill for nearly a week, is
gaining very slowly and it is hoped will
unless something new
recover soon
sets in.

Quite a number from Hebron Grange
attended Pomona Grange at Buckfield
Tuesday and report an extra good time.
Brownfleld.
of the city boarders bave left
town for their homes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lynch are boarding
at Mr. Clayton Spring's.
Mr. Edgecomb Thorn, also his daughter, Mrs. Estes, and two grandchildren
from New Hampshire are visiting relatives in this town.
The high and primary schools commenced this week Tuesday under the
instruction of Mrs. Sanborn of Hiram
and Mr. Stetson from the eastern part of
the state.
Mr. Joseph Howard is very feeble.
He is stopping with his daughter, Mrs.
Harry Harnden, of this village.
There are quite a number of guests at
Mr. Ε. B. Bean'·.

Many

Specialty

Ladies'

Store.

1
PROBATE WOTICM.
Γο all peraona Interested In either of the estatea
hereinafter named :
Tuesday the academy opened with » I
In
Romford,
at
held
At a Probate Court,
on the third
arge number of pupil·. The freshman
The foreat fire damage in Aroostook and for the County of Oxford,
to make room for our Fall Stock, we
In order to clear out the
< ilau numbers thirty-two.
of Aug., In the year of our Lord one
Tuesday
Is
at
estimated
$60,000.
thousand nine hundred and five. The follow- Ε
The schools in the brick building County
lots.
these
low
ave
action
the
for
upon
been
very
presented
< jommenced Tuesday.
The state prison at Tbomaston, at the In# matter having
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Tuesday morning Mr. T. J. Foster present time, has 185 convicts, ten of Obdebkd:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inpassed away at bis home after a lone whom are in the insane ward.
terested by causing a copy of this order to be I
Bethel
In the Oxin
ί llness. Mr. Foster wu bornhisin
whose home was
published three weeks successively
parents St.Joshua Polley,
Jut went to Newry with
published at South
commited suicide by shoot- ford Democrat, a newspaper
Stephen,
at a
that
about
may
appear
until
there
In
said
and
lived
they
County,
(«•hen young
Paris,
ing at Fort Fairfield Tuesday.
Probate Court to be held at Pans, on the I
ye»" *K° when he returned to
third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1905, at 9 of the
The forest fires which were so threat- clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon If
Bethel to reside. He has been one of
Bethel s most prosperous farmers, and ening are out, and there will be no more they see cause.
intil the past year has been very active danger for some, weeks at least.
NEHEMIAH COLE, late of Stark In the 8tate
of New Hampshire, deceased ; copy of will and
md carried his fourscore and ten years
and are now
values at the old
a
Portland
Burton
These were
carpenter,
Brackley,
petition for probate thereof presented by Klden
rery lightly. He leaves a widow and was
fatally injured Tuesday by falling 8. Cole, executor thereof.
jne daughter. Fanerai services were
"taging while at work on a RUTH J. H A LE, late of Waterford, deceased;
reeldence on Vernon
He was 30 years of age and first and private accounts presented for allowstreet Thursday morning conducted by building.
ance by George Henry Billings, administrator.
leaves a wife.
Rev. C. N. Oleason, pastor of the CongreNANCY H. TOWLE, late of Porter, deceased;
church. A profusion of
At Boothbay Harbor Wednesday Theo- first account presented for allowance by Francis
was arra'Kn<*i and held in A. Fox, administrator.
(lowers were a silent testimonial of the
18-4
f 1,000 bonds for the October term of
respect of neighbors and friends.
FRANK OILPATRICK, late of Hiram, deWednesday evening a company gave court. He is charged with assault with ceased ; final account presented for allowance by
*n entertainment in Odeon Hall with the intent to kill J. Frauklin Rich on Aug. Franc's A. Gilpatrlck, administrator.
lilHimUMHHIIHIHIHmiBMIMHIilMimimj
OLIVER BONNEY, late of Sumner, deceased;
play "When Women Love." A very *<7a
F. Α. βΒΓΚΤΓ,ΚΚΚ * CO.
F. ▲. enUBTLEFF * CO.
first account presented for allowance by Llewfair house was in attendance considerThe mystery of the murder of Mattie ellyn B. Heal·!, administrator.
week.
the
of
attractions
other
the
ing
Hackett of Readfield is so far from clearMERCY W. KILGORE, late of Waterford,
Wednesday evening Prof. Brooks of ed up that the evidence in possession of deceased
Ben
; |>ctltlon for appointment of J.
the
illustrated
an
School
—"V,
gave
Bangor High
will"not
be presented nett Pike or some other suitable person as
the
attorney
county
J. Abbott,
Zebulon
lecture on Rome in the Methodist
administrator,
presented
by
now in
at
the
term
to
the
jury
grand
brother.
church. The views were very fine and
session.
the professor spoke from experience,
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
which
A true copy—attest :
Mr. Robert Mason of Madison was
having spent some time in Rome,
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
well
is the birthplace of Mrs. Brooke, so
drowned in Fahi Pond while out fishing
known as teacher of vocal culture in with a companion. In attempting

Maine New· Not··.

Bethel.

goods

prices

{ Lot of White Shirt Waists, your choice, 75c.
I Lot of Brilliantine Skirts, your choice for
$2.98 and $3.98
OUR FALL GOODS ARE NOW COMING IN.

mL'8

??

genuine bargains.

price

good

M.

L.

jationalist

2?r^DIÇhto,n

LUNT,

St., Norway

136 Main

ΓθΙβρΗοηβ

For

Hunting

Pall

toi

§TATE OF MAINE·
throw out the anchor the boat capsized.
8».
The corn shop 'has started very Mason was 27 years of age and unmar- COUNTY OF OXFORD,
To the Sheriff of any County In our said State,
moderately, but hopes to be running full ried.
or either of his Deputies, Greeting :
time next week.
We Command You, to attach the goods and
The regular "season" is now over at
estate of Charles L. Saunders, commorant of
Thursday evening the entertainment most of
the Maine summer resorts
Paris, In the County of Oxford and State of
in Odeon HaH was given for the benefit
visitors will remain until Maine, and especially the stage building, the
of the Universalist society and was in though many
ofuce or entrance building,
the first of Octobor or even later. It dance ball and the
which
E.
C.
of
Mrs.
Rowe,
together with stationary seats in front uf the
charge
has been a good season everywhere, and stage
thereto,
building and all appurtenances situated
assured its success. The following
in many places a record breaker.
being all buildings and appurtenances
programme was presented. A social
on the following described leased land, except
F. A. Shurtleff and Comhop followed the entertainment and reBy the exp!osion.of the boiler on the the booth owned by
premises are situated on the
freshments were served:
New York express near Alfred Monday pany, said leased
northerly side of Pleasant Street In said Paris
night, the engineer and fireman were and are bounded—southerly by said ttreet—eastPBOOBAHME.
blown into the ditch and badly though erly by Chas. E. Bennett's land—and northerly
Parti.
known as
The engine was and westerly by Chllds' stand—being
not fatally scalded.
to
1. Piano Solo—Selected,
a Mrs.
anil owned

Bangor, Me.

you will want

Loaded or Empty Shells, Primers, Wads,
Gun
Cases, Hunting Coats, Knives, RevolvCartridges,

Powder, Shot,

ers, etc.
%

You will find

a

good

assortment at

right prices

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
Stores, { %£/££· [ Maine.

Killings,
by
hundred dollars: and summon
said defendant, (If he may be found In your preSturgis deputies created some- cinct,) to appear before our Justices of our
Mrs. Vandenkerckhoven.
Judicial Court, next to be holden at
thing of a sensation last week by jump- Supreme
Paris Hill.
Summer
(Illustrated with ISPictures, 80 Character )
Paris, wltldn and for said County of Oxford, on
ing from Androscoggin County into the second Tuesday of Octolter, A. D. 1905, then
ΓΜΙββ Weed,
Kennebec, and miking a lively lot of and there to answer unto Silas P. Maxim of
I Mies Andrew*,
F. A. SIHKTLKFF * CO.
F. A. NlirRTLKFF * CO.
raids on the liquor sellers in Augusta, sutd Paris, in a plea of the ease, for that the
Principale
at said Paris, on the day of the
Waterville and Gardiner. They are still said defendant,
! Mr. Gerry,
purchase of this Writ, being Indebted to the
I Master Guy Kendall.
In the sum of two hundred forty dolkeeping at it.
plaintiff,
lars and seventeen cents, according to the acΡ,ΙΓ* »·
of
BanE.
ο
of
Elmer
In
the
case
Keyos
count annexed, then and there. In consideration
Jude.
1. Λ ocal
Land,
him the
gor, tried for the murder of his wife thereof, promised the plaintiff to pay
».
June 23d last, the jury Saturday night same on demand.
Master rarroll Colson.
1905.
June
South
30,
Paris,
returned a verdict of not guilty. The S. P. Maxim sold to Col. Chas. L. Saunders
:
3. Male Quartette-Kentucky Bal>e.
defence was insanity, and a number of June SO. 120 Feet Supports,
12.00
..
00
IS extra Backs,
in insanity testified, their testiexperts
Mr. Moffâtt.
June 21. 5 gal. Creosote Statn, Can,
™
«
mony being widely at variance.
Vacation Time,
5.
Waltz
4 JO
Ac,
8onç—In
"
θΓ6βη *nd Guy Ke^1»11·
22. 9 &4-1O0 ei|4.1 ply l'arold,...80.72 37.B2
Frank L. Fox of Bath, a marine
:i5.12
6.
1. 1953 ft. dimension stuff, 18..
July
3 $0
steward, 31 years of age, mistook a
270 ft. plank
(a) A Modern Capld.
98 00
7000 ft. boards
Cul,l<1 Hath no Respect for Α κε.
bottle of laudanum for Jamaica ginger,
/l
.(
»
28.00
Male Quartette-Old Fanner John.
..
2000
ft.
lloorlng
plank
and took so large a dose that he died
4.50
8. Λ ocal Solo—Selected,
300 ft. Β χ 0
from the effects. lie leaves a mother,
Miss Jane Gibson.
2.02
Labor lilting boards
19
June
labour
11
die
within
two
son
to
her
fourth
is
self,
and
days
Mr and Mrs. T. F. Hastings are exto July 1st, Inclusive, $2.75, 30.25
accident.
of
them
three
by
pected to arrive from Oregon Saturday years,
240 17
At Warren Wednesday night the safe
afternoon or Sunday morning, and the
Which account the plaintiff avers Is for labor by
funeral of Maj. G. A. Hastings is to be of the post office, which was in a grocery him
and material by him furnished
performed
home Sunday afternoon store, was blown by burglars. The in the erection of said buildings under a conat 2 ο clock. Much sympathy is express- marauders got a good haul. They tract by lum made with said defendant, the
which labor
ed for the family and the whole com- secured about $500 in cash and stamps owner of said buildings, the last ofsaid materials
was performed and tne last of
loss
two
a
sense
the
and
of
to
feels
personal
government,
munity
belonging
were furnished within ninety days of the purThe many friends of Mr. Robert Bis- United States bonds of $500 each belong- chase of this writ; and this suit Is brought to enforce the plaintiff's lien for same upon said
are
Calvin
the
late
W.
L.
of
the
Bisbee,
son
to
Lawry.
postmaster,
bee,
ing
buildings above described situated on snld
his
him
appointupon
the said
congratulating
Frank Tuttle of Skowhegan commit- above '(escribed leased premises Yet
ment as head chemist of the Raceland
Defendant, though often requested, has not paid
ted suicide at Waterville Monday of the same, but neglects and refuses so to do; to
Sugar Refinery in Louisiana, about
H'8 first attempt was by the damage of said plaintiff (as he says] the sum
twenty miles from New Orleans. Mr.
himself in the neck with a of five hundred dollars, which shall be made to
Bisbee now is filling a very good position stabbing
appear, with other due damages; and have you
knife. lie did not succeed in there
this Writ, with vour doings therein.
in Boston, but will enter upon his new pocket
was taken
fatal
and
Witness, ANDREW P. WISWELL. Chief
injuries,
inflicting
appointment Oct. 15. Last year Mr. to the police station and locked in, Justice of our said Court, at Paris, the third day
of July In the year of our I.ord one thousand
Bisbee was in the employ of the same
where he hung himself to the door with nine hundred and
live.
company as assistant chemist and it Is a his
and was dead when disCHARLES F. WHITMAN,Clerk.
suspenders,
to
to
be
marked compliment
promoted
is
said
to
He
covered.
have.attempted
head chemist with a very flattering
STATE OF MAINE.
suicide several times before.
[seal 1
salary and his friends wish him the best
OXFORD, 88.
Sup. Jud. Court, In vacation.
The remains of Francis T. Faulkner
of success.
August 1, 1905.
Bean went to the Central who perished in the building when his
Okukuku: Tint the plaintiff In this action
Maine General Hospital Wednesday, and woolen mill at Turner was burned, wore give to the defendant notice of the pendency
an attested copy of this
thereof
the surgeons found a critical operation found on Tuesday, two days after the writ andbyofpublishing
this order thereon once a week three
necessary at once. Favorable news was fire. A large party had been searching weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat,
received and her many friends are hop- in the meantime. Mr. Faulkner was a the last publication to be at least two weeks prior
to the second Tuesday of Octolier, 1905, tint he
ing the result will be a perfect success. prominent Mason, and his funeral, which may then appear at a term of the Supreme Judiwas held on Sunday, was attended by a cial Court, then to be begun and holden at Paris,
Oxford.
make answer.
large number of Masons from Lewiston in the County of Oxford, and
A. R. SAVAGE,
Charles Durell bas a position as prin- and Auburn, as well as other places.
Justice S. J. Court.
The property loss by the burning of the
A true copy of writ and order of Court thereon.
cipal in a school at Brooks, Me.
Attest. CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Dr. Walter Farris of Boston, with hie mill was about *50,000, and the loss to
sod and aunt, came in his automobile to Turner village is great, as the mill was
its only industry and there is no prospect To the Hon. Board of County Commissioner*
visit relatives in this place.
for the County of Oxford
Mellicent Walker is to be governess in that it will be rebuilt.
Wc, the underelgncd, selectmen of the town of
the family of Mr. Blodgett of Grand
Paris,
respectfully represent that your honorable
Willie shooting the falls in Ossipec
In I'.xil an alteration tn the
Rapids, Mich. She will accompany the River at Kezar Falls, Thursday, Robert bo irai having inailefrom
South Paris village to
highway
leading
family to Florida in winter.
of Detroit, Mich., was Buckfleld villas, ami that the olil location, coin
Jacobs,
21,
aged
The students of Professor Caldwell's
at a point In said highway at the foot of
menclng
It's time now to lay aside your straw and put on a
drowned. Jacobs was spending his the
Taylor hill, so (tailed, on the town line besummer school have returned to their
vacation in Freedom, Ν. Π., and with a tween 1'arl* ami Buckfleld, and running to a
homes.
The
new Fall Hat.
Our new stock is in.
the
new
location
wae making a canoe trip
point in said highway where
Mr. Leon Keitch of Massachusetts companion,
nt the Intersection of the road leading to
Freedom to Cornish. The two ends, R.
from
and
Is
In
said
have the
we
Carroll
In Derbies
King's
Parle,
dangerous
are
visited his aunt, Mrs. Ν. T. Frost.
canoeists were shooting some of the falls not required for public travel. We therefore
A W. C. T. U. has been organized by
be
old
location
that
the
not
respectfully request
on their way down the river, but did
Suffolk in
President at $2 and the ever
Mrs. Chapman.
the points named may be discontinued.
intend to take the dam where they met tween
Mr. and Mrs. John Hale have been
I'arls, A ug. W, 1!· 15.
hats come
These
to
from
vario'us
I
the accident. Tho swift current of
Selectmen
$2
with
$3.
JESSE C. HOWE, )
visiting relatives in Canada.
of
H.I).HAMMOND,i
the river, however, took up their frail
Rev. Mr. Ericsson preached at the
New
all
faces.
I'arls.
to
fit
W.
of
C.
in a number
UOWKKH, )
shapes
craft and they went over the falls.
Advent chapel Sunday.
Jacobs went down and did not appear
and ideas in soft hats in blacks, browns and
Born Sept. 5th, to the wife of Mr.
again. His companion was eaved.
[8EAL.1
Ernest Pratt, a daughter.
STATE OK MAINE.
for men and boye.
All grades up to $2. Fall
PAIN FROM A BURN PROMPTLY COUNTY OF OXFORD. 88.
East Bethel.
RELIEVED BY CHAMBERLAIN'S Board of County Commissioners, September I
C. C. Kimball of Berlin, Ν. II., visited
session, l
this place last week.
PAIN BALM.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory eviJ. Cleve Bartlett of South FramingA little child of Michael Strauss, of dence having been received that fhe petitioners
are responsible, and that Inquiry into the merits
a
short
been
has
in
was
spending
ham, Mass.,
recently
great uf their application Is expedient, It 18 OKUEKKU,
Yernon, Conn.,
vacation at his home here.
pain from a burn on the hand, and as that the County Commissioners meet at the house
Miss Helen Bartlett has gone to Massa- cold applications only increased tho in- of J. A. Sturtevant In sai l I'arls,on Wednesday,
the clock,
chusetts for a few months' visit with flammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr. the IStli day of October, 11)05, at ten ofroute
men
A.M., and thence procced to view the
relatives.
James N. Nichols, a local merchant, for tloned In said petition; Immediately after which
Mr. view a hearing of the parties ami their witnesses
tho pain.
Master Erwin Bean and sister from something to stop
lie had at some convenient place In the
Dorchester, Mass., are visiting at F. C. Nichols says: "I advised him to use will
vicinity and such other measures taken In the
Bean's.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the first premises as the Commissioners shall judge propThe fall term of school opened here application drew out the inflammation er. And It Is further Okuekeu, that notice of
of the Commissioners'
the 4th, Miss Maud Russell teacher. and gave immediate relief. I have used the time, place and purpose
meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corMiss Russell is boarding at J. M. Bart· this liniment myself and recommend it porations interested, by causing attested copies
thereon to be
lett's.
very often for cuts, burns, strains and of said petition and of this ordertown
of 1'arU.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Holt and little son lame back, and have never known it to served upon the clerk of theaud
also posted
In
said
County,
aforesaid,
of Neponset, Mass., are visiting relatives disappoint." For sale by Shurtleff & up In three public places In said town,
the
here.
Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Ox- aud published threea weeks successivelyutInParis
Oxford Democrat,
newspaper printed
Store, Norway.
ford;
Noyes
Drug
said
the
first
of
of
til
said
Oxford,
County
East Waterford.
anil each of the other notices, to be
Dr. publications,
Glasses on weekly payments.
The only remaining child of Mr. and
made, served and posted, at least thirty days lietime
of meeting, to the end that all
said
fore
Mrs. Merton Young, a daughter of two Parmentor. Read my ad.
persons and corporations may then and there
WII.I, BE *01,D AT COÛT TO
years, died Tuesday.
show
and
cause, If any they have, why
appear
the prayer of said petitioners should not lie
Geo. Morey is ill at Mr. Young's.
FIRST CUSTOM Kit.
For Sale.
granted.
Mrs. Martha Pride was visited WednesATTEST:-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk
of
Norday by her sister, Mrs. Ryerson,
House of S rooms, stable and two A true copy of said Petition and Order of I
thereon.
way, and a cousin and wife of Boston.
All in Court
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.
ATTEST:-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
work
have
and
crew
Pride
U.
C.
begun
good condition. Apply to
on the state road.
To the Hon. Hoard of County Commleelonere for
F. A. TAYLOR,
the County of Oxford :
Lovell.
Buckfield, Me.
We, the undersigned, Selectmen of the town of
Nettie O. Andrews [s at home from
Buckfleld, respectfully represent that common
convenience and necessity require that an alterLawrence for a vacation of a few weeks.
NOTICE.
ation be made in the highway leading from
Jessie A. Chapman has gone to FarmDavid L. KcuUton ami .Jesse O. Kenlnton arc Buckfleld village to Parle Hill, as follows: Comfarms for me, without lease, In Stonc- mencing at α point tn the center of the highway
ington to attend the Normal School. She working
OVEN ATTACHED, ΑΙΧΛΝ GOOD REPAIR.
year, at the foot of the hill near the dwelling home
has rooms in the same house with Missos ham, Maine. All crops grown thereon thte Flora
and all live stock owned by them, anil by
of Ormsby Warren In said Buckfleld, thence
Smith and Ballard who were of her class Kenlston, May 31,1905, except
CALL AND GET PRICE ON SAME.
side
one bay mare ami
on
the
feasible
route
most
southerly
by the
her colt by her side, are now mine. Herbert M. of said hill to a point In the center of the old
at Fryeburg Academy.
auWebster
has
alone
the
road
North
where
my
Maine,
Adams,
Lovell,
leading
by
with
highway
The town schools began Tueeday
thority to collect money for pasturage, and to Maxim's Intersects the same.
the following teachers:
make sales of stock, crops, and cream, subject
Also to discontinue that part of the old highto
and
collect
B.
my approval,
purchase money way above named which lie) between the points
Village—Nathan Dreiser.
PLATFORM
ι SET r,oo-IOUND
therefor. No milk nor butter to be sold.
named as the beginning and end of said new
Centre— Albertha O. Andrews.
ERNEST 8. BARTLETT, Ionia, Mich.
location.
Slab City—Emma McAllister.
North Lovell—Althea Farnham.
Buckfleld, Sept. 2,1005.
WILL BE SOLD AT
SCALES.
) Selectmen
H. F. IRISH,
West Lovell—Evelyn Lord.
of
ELLIS WHITMAN,;
and
full
time
is
The corn shop
running
) Buckfleld.
COST—OR CHEAPER.
rather short of buskers.
John B. Kimball and wife are visiting
[8BAL.1
at Portland and Lewiston.
STATE OF MAINE.
Benjamin Russell is visiting in Boston
OF OXFORD. 88.
COUNTY
and vicinity.
Board of County Commissioners, September I
session, 1905.
East Brownfleld.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence havlnir been received that the jietltloners
Schools began last Tuesday with the
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
:
following teachers
Will hold their Sixty-Third Annual Ex- of their application te expedient, It IbOkdekkd,
Hartford.
Uiat the County Commissioners meet at the
High—C. E. Stetson,
hibition on their grounds between South house of Ormsby Warren In said Buckfleld, on
Primary—Cecelia Sanborn. Hiram.
East Brownfleld—Miss Haley, Sebago.
Octolier 10, 1005, at ten of the
Thursday,
and
Paris
Norway,
Waller—Marlon Johnson, Brownfleld.
clock, A. M., and thence proceed to view the
Mountain—Ina Blake, Brownfleld.
route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
Blake—Mrs. Grace Walker, Brownfleld.
after which view α hearing of the parties and
19, 20, 2i,
at eome con·
their wltneeeee will be had
Durgln—Arthur Walker.
Merrill Corser—Jesse Kowe.
Electric cars pass the grounds every 15 ventent place in the vicinity and such
In
the
taken
measures
premises Piano lessons
Miss Isabel Stickney is visiting her minutes from South Paris to Norway. other
Reasonable rates.
or evening.
as the commleelonere shall judge proper. And
brother Charles who Uvea in nampton, This is
notice
of the time,
that
Is
further
Ordered.
It
to be the largest and
expected
Ν. H.
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
lie given to all persons and corporaPerley and Gilbert Jordan, who have best exhibit of farm products/ neat aforesaid
tions Interested, by cauelng attested copies of
have
returned
has
exhibit
that
ever
stock and hall
been at F. R. Bradburv'fl,
said petition, and of thle order thereon, to lie
the clerk of the town of Buckfleld,
Office, Norway.
to their home in Topsfield, Mass.
Write or leave order at Dr. Parmenter's
been held by this society. There has served upon
aforesaid, and also posted up In thre* public
Mr. William Leavitt's people have
three
weeks
and
eald
in
of
stock
been
the
town,
published
places
largest entry
already
closed their cottage for the winter.
successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newsMrs. Eli Whitney has returned from and Granges that they have ever had. paper printed at Parle, In eald County of Oxford, the first of said publications, and each !
Hiram where ahe apent the summer.
The upper hall will be entirely devoted of
the other notices, to be made, served and
are
to
be
of
which
there
to the Granges
poeted, at least thirty days before said time of
to the end tnat all persons and corpora- !
Wilson'· Mills.
meeting,
OF
The trotting tlons may then and there appear and shew cause,
five different exhibits.
Lewis Olson and Azel Wilson were
and the if any they have, why the prayer of said petifilled
all
been
classes
have
the
finish
not
be
to
Fickett
should
W.
tioners
H.
granted.
put
helping
Attest:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN,Clerk.
condition than
on the barn he is building for E. S. grounds are in better
Λ true copy of said petition and order of court I
ever before.
Bennett, the first of the week.
thereon.
▲TTMT .-CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Cleric.
George Deering and Mell Corey have
.)

τ

HI88 Kl8,e

wrecked,

Hall.
B"n,, G,rl of

?aeKulÎteem~The
....

but no one else was

injured.

2

Elcctra Park
the value of live

17^®

-,11,,.®®*^.^

Store,

I MrMMAo^'

8olo—The^Haziest

LACES!

NegroSonir—Oleander,ladles'HomcJournal

1800 Yards of Lace

Tableaux'—

at 5 cents per Yard.

We have

that

lhe

we

just secured

shall

day, August

place

this lot of lace

counters Fri-

on our

18.

Comments arc unnecessary
will speak for themselves.

£.v^eek;

as

they

CALL AND SEE THEM.

S.B. &Z.S. PRINCE,

w^1"8,*Iiram

Norway,

Maine.

FALL HATS.

styles

particularly pleasing.

popular

qualities

styles
pearls.

Caps

H.

B.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

REFRIGERATOR
One Second-Hand

3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.

The Oxford

County

AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY

At Cost !

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

Sept.

'05.

given day

Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
Optical

ALL STYLES

GLASSES

The J3atoy Show,
Denmark.
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guest at Ε. \. Haskell's.
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of Newton, Mass.
at George R. Morton's.
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I. W. Fogg and family of Gorham, N.
IL, and Mrs. Carroll of Boston were
guests at H. E. Wilson's a few days last
week. Mrs. Fogg is a sister and Mrs.
Carroll a cousiu of Mrs. H ilson.

rtiaad

and"about

Harvard

Everybody knows Sherlock Holmes,
and knows that after he had fallen off a
cliff int<> some sort of an abyss, thousands of feet deep, we don't just now
recall the exact measurement, the demand for his services as detective was
<o ijreat that by some occult process the
details of which we have likewise for
gotten, he reappeared upon earth and
his remarkable
entered again upon
All of which is preliminary to
career.
the statement that three stories of bis
exploits during the period of his rei mar nation have been secured for publication in the Democrat, and the tirst
installment appears in this issue. If
Sherlock
you bave ever read one of the
Holmes stories—and is there any oue
who has not?—you know the fascination
of them, and nothing more need be said.
Kead them.

He was evidently happy when he
made a noisy entrance into Dr. Buck's
dental rooms Wednesday afternoon, to
have some teeth extiacted. He was
also blessed with plenty of courage for
the ordeal, though some of it was of the
Dutch
variety, lie hail three teeth
taken out. fortifying himself during the
intervals between drawings by emptying a pint bottle of "split." The treatment seemed to please him so much that
he then insisted upon haviug two sound
front teeth follow the others. Naturally
the dentist refused, and in the discussion
which followed the patient was persuadBut be was not
ed to leave the office.
satistied, not he. For the next hour he
and his not o'er tleshy steed and wagon
were very much in evidence as he drove
about the middle of the village, anon
or oftener starting for home and as frequently returning to demaud admission
at the locked door of Dr. Buck's office,
that he might leave those two good teeth
there. Whether he finaljy got discouraged, or got a tip that Jailer Farrar
was coming down this way, is not clear,
but after an hour of that sort of enterwhile it
tainment fur the

spectators,

rained about all the time, he disappeared, and if the other pint on his hip
didn't overcome him, he probably got
somewhere.

Two hours of solid entertainment was
given the audience which heard Edward
11. Frye. the mouologist and impersonator, in New Hall Thursday evening.
The tirst part of his entertainment consisted of two chapters of David Harum,
the horse trade and the Christmas scene
with the widow Cullum, in which he
portrayed that interesting character,
the banker and horse trader, in a very
effective way. The second part was
entitled, "A Trip Across the Atlantic,"
aud presented, besides scenes and incidents of the voyage, an en ertainment
giv«Ai on board, in which a number o(
uoted actors and entertainers took part.
Mr. Frye is very versatile, and his
various impersonations were decidedly
good. As most of the matter presented
was of a humorous uature, the evening
was
practically a continuous laugh.
For the two hours of his programme,
Mr. Frye took no intermission except
such as was necessary for two or three
"lightning changes" of make-up, but one
selection followed another with hardly
time for the applause. The affair was
under the auspices of the Seneca Club
for the benefit of the readiug room, and
the members of the club had made a
canvas· for the sale oi
ticket·. The hall was
oat sum was realized.

tilled,

a

niece,

few weeks.

The fauiilv of Rev. J. H. Little return
Miss Eunice Pobes returned last week
ed from their cottage at Harpswell las 1 to her school in
Wakefield, Mass.
week.
Harlan Pratt of Orange, N. J., is the
Abijah C. Hall, who has been thoughl 1 guest of his aunt, Mrs. Walter Swett.
to be improving for a while, is reported
Mrs. Marinda Cummings was taken
worse again.
suddenly ill last Friday. It is feared
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall returned Fri that she had a
slight shock.
day from a visit with relatives in PortMrs. L. S. Stowe and
daughters,
land and Boston.
Rachel and Myrtie, of Dixtield, were at
Ralph Hebbard and wife of Battle J. L. Stowe's last Thursday.
Creek, Mich., visited his cousin, Ε. N,
Prof. W. K. Holmes, who fur several
Anderson, last week.
years has tilled the position of principal
Mrs. O. G. Curtis has purchased the of the
high school at Lubec, is spending
Liiut stand on Gothic Streit, and ex- his vacation at his home here.
pects to move there later.
Mary and John Bodge, children of L.
Warren Swett of Dorchester, Mass., J.
Bodge, have spent the past two
has been spending a few days with his months with their aunt, Mrs. A. L.
wife and son at Jacob Nichols.'
Holmes. Mrs. L. J. Bodge, who has rewith
Miss Alta Walker left Saturday morn- cently returned from a sea voyage
her husband, joined her children here
she
will
for
Wells
where
Beach,
ing
started for
teach in the same school in which she last week and with them
their home in Minneapolis, Minn., Saturhas before been engaged.
day, Sept. 9th.
Mrs. F. A.
Taylor and daughter
Phyllis wont Saturday to Old Orchard Location of Norway and Western.
to visit the Misses I)eau of Bucktield,
APPROVED UY TUK COMMISSIONERS AS
who have a cottage there.

The Ep worth League will meet Wednesday evening with Mr. 'Γ. Morton
Davis for a social and business. A corn
Mrs. l>. N. Hanson and two children roast is arranged for Saturday evening
wife
wen- quests of Ε. N\ Anderson and
and the Norway league will be invited.
last week.
Vbout twenty voung people were enAlbert Morse lias been on a visit to tertained by the Misses Walker at a corn
fair
'rlatn. Ν*. II., and the Sherbrooke
roast in Mr. Waker's field back of the
A beauticorn factory, Friday evening.
luring the past week.
ful moonlight evening, and a very pleasMr. au«l Mrs. E. P. Woodbury of I.anant atfair.
i-ter. .Mass.. are guests of Mr. Wood[ ,ry\ sister, Mrs. J. W. Chute.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Blackwell of
Portland are spending their vacation
Mrs. Ε. N*. Anderson left Satunlay for
with Kev. aud Mrs. II. A. Clifford. Mr.
to attend the (iorham, New
eveu- Blackwell is employed in the establishAssociation
Saturday
Hampshire,
ment of George C. Frye ou Congress
iiig.
Street.
Mrs. Ε. B. Lunt and Master William
The I'niversalist Sunday School will
returned Tuesday from a three weeks
have a sociable at Good Cheer Hall Wedvi-it with relatives in Stratford, Ν*. H.,
nesday evening of this week. Admission
and elsewhere.
7) cents. Ice cream ami cake will oe od
of
violin, sale. Everybody coiue and try aud have
n»e Italiau band, consisting
te and harp, which makes us aunual a good time.
harmade
and
here
\ -its. was
Tuesday,
Miss Maud Carter returned Monday
ti
nv on the streets.
morning toiler work of teaching in
Dwight Wise of (iardiner h;is been Dorchester. Mas!}. She was accompanied
the past week, also by Miss Nettie Getchell, a
Boston
ν -itmg his parents
has been here several
Mr. ami Mrs. Will Hayues of Richmond I teacher, who
have been visiting her auut, Mrs. Geo. weeks as Miss Carter s guest.
Wise.
There was a quiet wedding on Gothic
The meetings of Paris Lodge of Ma- Street Saturday evening when Mr. James
n>. which were called off daring July H. Blake and Mrs. Ellen M. Swift were
and August, will be resumed with the united in matrimouy by Kev. H. A. Clif-tated communication Tuesday evening ford. Refreshments were served by Mr.
of this week.
Henry C. Blake, of Dartmouth College,
a souof the groom.
Myron W. Maxim has sold his house
the
«m liighlam! Street, ut<w occupied by
Mrs Frauk P. Burbauk and son F.
t.iiuilv of «Jeorge A. Abbott, to Mrs. Winslow Burbauk, who have been at
Walter S. Jones. The Jones family will Gorham, N. IL, with Mr. Burbank Uuring the summer, were at home a day or
probably not occupy it uutil spring.
two laat week, aud went from here to
Charles S. Stuart, who has spent the
I.ewiston. where they fitted up rooms
uiiimer vacation iu the store of Jordan
for Winslow, who is to enter Bates
Marsh Co.. came last Monday for a stay
f λ few days at home before returning Coliege.
Jacksou and
A
t.· his work in the dental school in BosMr. and Mrs. F.
ton.
daughter of Melrose, Mass., are the
"uests of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Richardson
Wirt Stanley, foreman at the Demofor the next
a at Camp Owsley, Harrison,
be^n
has
having
crat
office,
week, returning for the county fair
serious time with ivy i-oi-on and has
Sent 10th. Doris, the little daughter
·γ a number
•een confined to his be
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Culbert, returned
He is now <ut again and at
of days.
with Mr. aud Mrs. Jackson after a most
work.
delightful visit to her many friends in
the
in
house
edge
Boston.
The Jonathan Clark
f the village on the Ilebron road has
Services were resumed following the
Abbott.
A.
li.-fU purchased by (îeorge
vacation iu the Congregational church
K. ('. Merrill, who now occupies the
As the auditorium is not
on Sunday.
lark house, is tinishing off a rent in the
vet ready the services were all held m
building which he has used as a store- the
vestry. A new carpet has been
house ou Hill Street.
ordered for the auditorium, and as the
F. Wendell Hounds left Saturday dealers will not agree to ship it earlier
morning for Louisville, Ky., where for than some time next week, it is likely
the coming year he will be physical di- that the vestry will be used for the
rector and instructor in English in the services for two or three weeks yet.
1'niversity School, a private school for
A. Keith Spofford, who has beeu
boys fitting for Harvard. Yale, and the giving a course of lectures at a teachers
other large universities.
school in Plymouth, N. 1L, came home
the
At the meeting of the South Paris last week. He will goto
Board of Trade Wednesday evening, coming vear, to take a course leading to
.laines S. Wright and N. Dayton Bolster the degree of Ph. D., having taken the
were
chosen delegates to the annual degree of A. B. from Bates last year,
meeting of the Maine State Board of and that of A. M. from Dartmouth this
His special work is in English,
Trade, which will be held at Kumford year
in which he is fitting himself for a proFalls, Sept. 21st and 2-d.

lively personal

A. Carl Tubbe baa begun work in the
meat market of T. Thayer, to learn the

The Woman's Christian Temperance
visiting
Union will meet with Mrs. Benjamin
Miss Grace I. DeMotte of Portland ii ι Swett Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
the guest of Miss Susie M. Wheeler.
Subject, Study of the annual Leaflet,
conducted by Mrs. Swett.
Mrs. I.aura X. Libby of Brookline
Mass., is a guest at Mrs. L. C. Morton'e
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
is

~

C.
S month.
10,
(. o. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. lsl,
i~ second and fourth Weduesday evenings
of iach month.
P.—llandtn Lodge, No, 31, meets every
■fr »v evening at Pythian Hall.
.....
I arls
M .-ru Woodmen of America.—South
Tues, ......So. l'OtiT, meets second and fuurth
minings In Uoldeu Cross Hall.
Ananum.—Parrle Council. No. 1S21.
vii lirst and third Monday evenings at 7 30.
ν i.

!

ing

Mrs. E. A.
Mrs. R. J. Whitman
Howe started for Boston Friday mornMrs. Whitman fora visit to Hopeu
of the year, meets every Saturday, in ing
dale and Mrs. Howe for a busiuess trip
of
(i.e.—Second and fourth Mou·lays
to the Hub.
...

ili:

Wednesday

■pending

John McArdle of Hopedale, Mass., t
business.
visiting relatives here.
Mr·. Melinda Bean of Bethel is visitMiss Mary Rideout of Auburn is k
her
Mrs. £. N. Anderson, for

TBI'»* RAILWAY.

l>

Mian Cor» Keen ud Louis Keen arc
a vacation of two week· in

Pari» Saturday.

fessorship.
Tuesday night

Jailer Farrar arrested
Alexander Towers and Herman Klemetti,
who had been making a disturbance on
Main Street near Λ. E. Sburtletl's for
about an hour before the jailer was
telephoned for. On the person of the
men and in their wagon were found two
quart bottles of alcohol aud two of
The next day in the Norway
whiskev
court Klemetti paid a line of $■"> and
costs, and Powers went to jail for thirty

days.

The following are the teachers of the
rural schools of the town, which opened
last Monday:
Webber—Albert l>. Llltlehule.
Blseoe— Miae Anule M. Jeune.
I'orter—Mies Margie McKeauey.
Harbor— Miss Blanche Peuley.
Tuell—Miss Inez M. Sw ft.
Korbes—Mlett Vera D. Poster.
l'artrldjçe— Kov E. Bird.
Hollow—Mise Sara I. Swett.
Whltteniore— Leslie Beuuett.

Mountain—Miss Charlotte W. lilies.

Tubbe— Miss Grace E. Pen lev.
ΚΙιικ-Mtss Eloreuce Tufts.

W. W.
The committee ou Rev.
Hooper's monument, viz.. Rev. S. G.
Davis of Norway, Rev. F. E. Barton of
Bethel, state superintendent, and Rev.
.1. il. Little, held a business meeting at
There was a
Mr. Little's Saturday.
report of progess made, and the meeting
was adjourned to meet with Kev. S. G.
[►avis of Norway on the call of the secreAlready there are a number of

j

con-1

Tniste'i

.,

completed

by May next,

The Seneca Club have their first meetthe
ing of the season at the home ofMonpresident, Miss Sue Rounda, this
The reading room,
day'evening at 7
which the club have been running this

and articles for exhibition.
In the afternoon, races. Band concert.
2 KM ρ M.—Baby Show.
2:00 p. m.—Base ball.
2:30 p. m.—Drawing horses (In pairs), lOOOto
1300 pounds.
Drawing horses (In pairs). 1300 to 1400 pounds,
Dutwlng oxen, 7 ft. β In. and over.
SECOND DAT.

Band concert.
General exhibition of neat t tock anil horses.
9 .AO a m —Committees' Examination of Town
Teams and Herds.
9:30 a. m.—Committees' Examination In Nos.
7 to 15 tncluMve.
10 AO a. M.—All other Committees' Examination.
10:30 a. M —Green bones shown by owner.
11 AO A. m.—Work horses.
1 AO ρ m —Races.
A
1 AO p. M.—Drawing oxen, 7 ft. 6 In and uiffler.
Drawing steers.

Drawing hones, sweepstakes.

Drawing oxen, sweepstakes.
Gents' driving hones.
1 AO ρ m —Annual mooting of
Races.

Programme

large gathering
And judging from appearances .every one
was feeling well before and after dinner.
There was quite a good deal of chin

Program :

Opening Grange to the 5th degree.
Routine Business.
Conferring 9th degree.

WomiD's naif-hour.
Slater Llnnell of Κ. H. Grange.
Paper
Topic, ltcbt Methods In Bringing up Chlldreu.
Discussion.

Recess.

P.

M.

talnment of one-half hour by Fiedetlck
Koble Grange In charge of Lecturer.
Annie Brown.
Heading,
is needed
(juestlou. "What additional legisli'tlon
lu regard to automobiles on the highway?"
Hamm.md.
1>.
II.
Opened by
F. L. Starblrd.
Reading.,
Norway Grange.
Song
Crooked River Grange.
Reading
F. Roble Grange.
Music
Eute

TIIE RENEWAL A STRAIN.
Vacation is over. Again the school
bell rings at morning and at noon, again
witb teus of thousands the hardest kind
of work has begun, the renewal of
which is a mental and physical strain to
all except the most rugged. Tho little
girl that a few days ago had roses in
her cheeks, and the little boy whose lips
were then so red you would have insisted that they had been "kissed by strawberries,n have already lost something of
the appearance of health. Now is a
time when many children should be
given a tonic, which may avert much
serious trouble, and we know of no other
to be recommended aa Hood's
so

music—eo called—as well as instrumental. Humor cropped out in spots durthe discussion, which goes to show
summer, has been splendidly patronized ing
that there is an agreement between the
and the following papers and magazine·
grange digester and the usual
can be found there when open, Tuesday average
highly
dinner. Humor has no affinity
which strengthens the
evening and Saturday afternoon and grange
for a sour stomach or an eularged liver. Sareaparilla,
evening:
been
nerves,
have
perfects digestion and assimilaof the many
The
steps
The World'· Work.
directed lo the ruins at Turner village. tion, and aid· mental development by
Tbe Country Calendar.
the whole system.
A sad calamity in more ways than one. building up
Everybody's Magazine.
The Cosmopolitan
It is expected that the electrics will
McC'lure'» Magazine.
■•thir «ray's Appeal to Worn··.
be ready to take passengers to the state
Kt'Tlew ot Beflew·.
Mother Gray, a nurse In New Yoik, discovered
John.
Woman'· Home Companion.
fair.
a'otnatlc
an
pleasant berb drink for women'· Ills,
Ladles' Home Journal.
called AU0TRALIAN-LKAF. It Is the only
Saturday Evening Γ oat.
certain
monthly
regulator. Cures female weak
Thanks.
of
Card
Culture
slcal
Magasin·.
Phj
hhw and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and UrinSt. Nicholas
to extend our thanks to the ary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall 80 cts.
wish
We
National
Tbe
Magazine.
Address, The Mother Gray Co.,
friends and neighbors who have shown Sample FREE.
Puck
Le Boy. Ν. Y.
The Munsey.
so much kindness and sympathy during
Lew 1st υ η Journal, Tue* lay and Saturday.
the sickness and burial of our beloved
Boston Herald, Tuesday and Saturday.
Are Ton Fsinf Allen'· Foot-Ease »
Youth's companion.
mother; alao for the profusion of beau- Shake Into your
shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
H cares Corns, Bunions, Painful,
If any one has any other magazine 01 tiful flowers.
powder.
William Richmond.
Smarting, Hot, Swollen feet At all Druggists
and a gooc paper they would care to donate it
and Shoe Atom, 26c.
Mb. and Mbs. W. Ο. Ββγαντ.
woold be moat gratefully received.

society.

Ο. K. Swivel Plow

My Ο. K. level land plows and
the Hersey or Paris plows do large
and tine work for size of plows.
Buy the above plows and get the

Wanted.

Entries for the races close Sept. 12,
with W. O. Frothingham, Secretary,
South Paris.
The officers are the same as last year.
W. J. Wheeler, president of the society,
is superintendent of ground·*; H. I).

Hammond, vice-president, superintendnent of hall; It. L. Cuimnings and T. P.
Richardson, superintendents of horses;
E. W. Penley, J. W. Libby and C. F. Mil-

You

VERY SICK BOY.

"When my boy was two years old he
had a very severe atttack of bowel complaint, but by the use of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhiua Remedy we
brought him out ail right," says Maggie Hickox, of Midland, Mich. This
remedy can be depended upon in the
most severe cases. Even cholera infantum ie cured by it. Follow the plain
printed directions and a euro is certain.
For sale by ShurtlefT & Co., South Paris;
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug

but

S outil

aid expec-

testitied to its superior excellence. It
counteracts any tendency of a cold to
result in pneumonia. Price, 25 cents.
Large size, *>0 cents. For sale by F. A.
ShurtlefT & Co., South Paris; Jones

Engines

Better

While
come

I
Makes

riding

light, strong

and

see

with three

people

on a

seat a

in

Call

use.

them.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

Norway,

01 Main St.,

SHOES $2.25.
We have a line of Men's

styles. Congress
Creedmoor Cap Toe.
in three

and

They

they

are

surely

IN OPERA HOUSE
E. N. SWETT,

both of Norway.
In Vinot,8ept. 4, by Rev. J. II. Little, Mr.
George A. Farnham and Mist Eliza E. Karnhani,
both or >akhnd.
In Rumford Falls, Sept. 4, by Rev. Fr. LaFlamme, assUtcd by Rev. Fr. Maney, Mr. Cyr
Cyr and Miss Annie Belle Gauthier, both of
Rumford Falls.
In West Sumner, Aug 20, Mr. Fred Chamberlain and Mlaa Annie Cheney, both of Hartford.
In Rumford Fall·, 8ept 3, by Rev. George A.
Mai tin, Mr. Edwin Martin and Miss Eva Wyman.

Died.

Ask to

see

City

Ν.

FAUNCE,

F. W.

Salesman.

or

With large, new buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
of study and increased teaching force, it
has the best facilities in the world for

young

men

and

women.

Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than .'30 apa month are received for Bliss

plications
graduates.

FulJ information together
illustrated catalogue will be sent
A call at the school will
town, upon request.
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
with

an

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

FRUIT JAR PRICES.

Mason.
QUARTS

65

cts. dozen.

70

cts. dozen.

HALF.GALLON. .90 cts. dozen.

White

Pure

_.

i.

making very full .skirt,

7 gore,

seams

Lightning.

coats,

LAWN WRAPPERS.

SUITS.

On

1.50

summer

These Also

some

shades.

grade

1.19

now

Shirt Waist Suits of light

Remnant Counter you will find many good bargains in cotton
New lot of
a number of wool remnants at half price.

our

goods. Quite
Pillow Tops.

Norway, Maine.

We

ready with advance styles in Men's

are

FALL

^

There is character in every suit we
show in Men's Fall Wear. Character
that shows itself in correct stvle, the
thorough workmanship, the elegant
materials, the perfect fit, and the tailor-like hang of them.
Our Prices Are

HALF-GALLON. .$ΐ·3<>

Rubber

Always the Lowest.

Fair Suit.

$ 7.00 Will Buy a

Buy a Medium Grade Suit.
$10.00
$ltS.OO Will Buy a Suit Good Enough for Anyone.
Lots of other prices, but the above prices are to give
Will

you

some

idea of what

we

have.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

$1.10 per dozen.

QUARTS

1

J

$1.00 per dozen.

PINTS

as

SOUTH

FurnUher,

Square. SOUTH PARIS. ME.
Telephone 106-3.

per dozen.

Rings,

Square,
MAINE

Market

PARIS,

w

only knew how good,
durable, how satisfactory

If you

now

Paroid Roofing

really is ; if you only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
wnat a good all-round roof it is, you would savo
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slato color,
to you what the
any one can lay it. Let us prove
genuine Paroid Kooling will do.
Send for Free Sample
v

S. RICHARDS,

Optician

Best Work and Lowest Prices.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

and book

011

"Building Economy."

kit in every roll.

S. P. MAXIM A

SON,

AGENTS,
Paris,

Maine.

SPECIALTY.

Particulars address,

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

,
W.

...

_

It will

Don't take u cheap imitation. Gut the
the roof that lasts. A complote rooting

money.

South

SIMON STAHL,

bound,

....

Warranted Goods..

CAR

.,·

SEPARATE SKIRTS.
Styles at bargain prices.
ONE LOT Walking Skirts of dark mixture, plaited from waist, full width,
$2.98
regular sizes,
ON Κ LOT of black, all wool melroee,
six clusters of plaits around bottom,
New

ONE LOT Suits of lino unfinished wor- This is the season for mark downs.
The light shades in our regular grades
sted, blue and black, Itedingote coat.
Domestic wrappers we have marked
45 inches long, pretty sleeve, plaited
$18.00
as low as cheap wrappers.
full skirt, very stylish suK,
$ .79
$1.00 grade now
OTHER New Fall Styles, all long and
.98
1.2·"» grade now
tltted, prices from $12.50 to $20.00.

them.

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

are

$4.50
CHILDREN'S LAWN DRESSES.
lined, Marked down half price. Several styles
black
in all sizes. These arc slightly soiled
loose
and crushed, but neat little dresses,
$12.50 prices now 75c., S7c., $1.00 and $1.25.

long,

45 inches

The coats

than ever before.

long.

heavy covert cloth
fitted, strapped full length, satin
45 inches long; one of heavy
goods, strapped with kersey,

back,

in women's cloth-

everything

Working Shoes, Goodyear Welt,

worth it.

You'll

NORWAY,

Plain Toe, Lace Plain Toe, and

Manager.

In any

·.■

us.

see

CLOTHING

In Norway, 8ept. 2, John Wyman, aged 67
years.
In Upton, Aug. 29, B. Frank Whitney, aged 64
years, 11 months.
In Norway. Sept. 3, Darius E. Fuller, aged 62
years, S months, 21 daya.
In Togus, 8ept 3, John Foley of Norway, aged
For Price and
71 years.
In Norway, Sept. 3, William W. Flske, aged
96 years, 35 day·.
In Gllead, Sept. 8, Infant daughter of Archie
Heath.
In East Waterford, Sept. 5, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Mertou Young, aged 2 years.
In Bethel, Sept. 5, T. J. Foster, aged 90 year·.
In CantQP, Aug. 31, John Mars ton, aged 61
years, β months.

..

prettier

little

a

ONE LOT of covert cloth and novelty
mixture, loose back, strapped and
plaited, lined over shoulders, 45 inches
$10.00
long,

Married.
In South Parla, Sept. 9, by Rev. II. A. Clifford,
Mr James II. Blake and Mrs. Klleu M. Swift,
both of South Paris.
In South Parle, Sept 9, at the residence of
Charles A. Walker, Mr. Charles II. Walker ftnd
M lie flattie L. Prco, both of Lewlston.
In Fr> eburg, Sept 1, by Rev. H. N. st >uc. Mr.
Edgar L. Brook" of Brownfleld and Miss Olrnlyβ
Ρ I.ord of Fryuburg.
In Norwav, Sept. T, by Rev. B. 8. Rldrout, BIr.
Ernest C. M urrh and &li«s Maud E. Partridge,

just

about 45 inches

Téléphoné 11B»8.

PINTS

In South Paris, Sept 3, to the wife of L. A.
Wot, a daughter.
In South Parle. Sept. 4, to the wife of Elmer L.
A Ulrich, ft son—Homer Charted.
Id Sweden, Aur 39. to the wife of Wn'tcr K.
Gordon, ft daughter.
In Noith I.ovrll, Aujc. 30, to the wife of Sewell
Butters, a daughter.
In Norway, Aug. 28, to the wife of Nathan A.
Nnblc, ft (laughter.
In North Paris, Sept. 2, to the wife of Samuel
Koene, a duughter.
In Norway, Sept 4, to the wife of Evangeltet
FoucbO', :» ion.
In Oxford, Sept. 5, to the wife of Krneet
Pratt, a daughter.
In Kldlonvllle, Sept. 2, to the wife of John
Todd, a daughter.

are

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

Paris; Noyee Drug Store, Norway; Jones
Drug Store, Oxford.

Bora.

and

THE PRICE IS $2.25

The rural free delivery carriers of
Maine organized a state association at
the Preble House, Portland, Labor Day.

Mrs. Parmenter.

Hat«,

FALL STYLES.

SEVERAL Styles left from our
stock that are all right now.
Maine.
aro all one-half price.

MEN'S GOODYEAR WELT

come

SOUTH PARIS.

$5·οο

It is

pleasure.

not

most

are

line of Fall

complete

County Fair, Sept. 19-21,

at the

ONE LOT

and is not in the way when

FILL OUT, CUT OFF AND MAIL TO US.
As a dressing for sores, bruises and
cun
SEND YOUR CATALOGUE
that
is
all
PLEASE
Salve
burns Chamberlain's
be desired. It is soothing and healing GIVING FULL INFORMATION
in its effect. It allays the pain of a burn
almost instantly. This salve is also a
certain cure for chapped hands aud To
diseases of the skin. Price 25 cents.
For sale by ShurtlefT & Co., South
Street,
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oaford; Noyce
Store,
Norway.
Drug

given,

A

ONE LOT separate coats of a black au<l
white mixture, looso back, strapped,
velvet collar, 40 inches long, very neat,

""

g^ature

of Suits.

grades

Ulovett, Neckwear.

COATS.

selling for $1.00

am

The last Journal of Education anthat Dr. A. W. Harris, formerly
president of the University of Maino,
has been elected president of the Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois,
at a salary of $10,000 a year.

Piano lessons
Head ad.

the better

F. H. NOYES CO.,

nounces

able and so natural you can hardly
realize that it is produced by a medicine. Thesi tablets also cure indigestion. For sale by ShurtlefT A Co., South

buying

again.

Drugstore, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,
Norway.

The laxative effect of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablet* is so agree-

advise

to order.

ones

Cape,

mostly

The Third Person Seat

It is not explained why the couple waited a whole week after the funeral.

secretions and aid
nature in restoring the system to a
healthy condition. Thousands have

strongly

we

jllain Coats $10, $12, $13, $15, $16.

ing.

Parie, Maine.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children,
The Kind You Han Always Bought

From Saco comes the story of a young
widow, who, upon the day her husband
was buried, engaged the minister who
officiated at the funeral to officiate at her
marriage to No. 2, the following week.

CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
ACTS ON NATURE'S PLAN.
The most successful medicines are
those that aid nature. Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy acts on this plan. Take
it when you have a cold and it will allay

us.

make

we

of.

Experience will teach you that in the end they
economical.

NOYES, South

grain to

your

specialty

lines

are

Our Suits Range in Price from $5 to $18

last year and

!

The

& Snow Co.,

and other first class makes
a

most

A. B. Kirschbaum & Co.,

Thompson

Tedder for Sale.

Hay

We have the

about.

of

$6.00.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Store, Norway.

lungs,

pick

Paris.

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
IN OPERATION.

CHAMBERLAIN'S COLIC,

relieve the

to

deciding

largest assortment and we believe the
complete and prettiest we ever showed.

Pharmacist.

get your threshing done

can

CitOI.EKA AND DIARRHiEA REMEDY.

cough,

$1.50

International Gasoline

eagle whose nest
Phippsburg Centre,

of
some forty years ago had a mate, but
the female bird was shot and since then
••Widower Dick" has roamed the lower
Kennebec alone, remaining true to the
memory of his first love. lie is usually
seen from the steamer Eldorado on her
way to aud from Popham. Some of the
of
passengers have got into the habit
looking for him each trip.

the

at

Bain Coat

or

them

New Suits, Coats, Waists, Skirts and

an

toration, open the

tain Pens

for]

by hauling

proven, and much of the success of the
fair is duo to the hard work they put in.

BY

the

You should be

Threshing

lett, superintendents of cattle. They are
good working set of officers, tried and

BUT CURED

It's the New Suit

this

Oxford

a

Â

ink,

Office, South

to

assortment.

He sells Parker Foun-

P. S.

J.

AFTERNOON.

WAS

buy

to

has rolled around and we
introduce you to our new

season

again ready

are

need

and

Osborne tedder,
very little used.

FOBF.NOON.

class, trot an'l pace —Puree, $125.
das··, trot.—Purse, $200.
Kree foi 11, trot and pace —Purse $250.

vicinity

notify

}

ocrat office.

2::»
2.27

is in the

your

Id the District Court of the United States
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
Λ» Bankruptcy.
LEWIS A. HOWARD,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Lewie A. Howard In
the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 2Cth day of
new
Aug.. A. D. 1905, the said Lewis A. Howard
was duly a<Uudlcated bankrupt, and that the Orel
the
Court
be
held
at
will
of
his
creditors
meeting
House, In South I'arls, on the 13th day of Sept.,
Paris.
A.
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
NOTICE.
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
subscriber
The
gives notice that he ha*
hereby
28.
A
1905.
South Paris,
ug.
been duly appointed administrator of the
β KO. A. WILSON,
estate of
Referee In Bankruptcy.
DORCAS J. BLAISDELL, late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds &e the law directe. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
of desired to present the saine for settlement, and
a
sum
A purse
Indebted thereto are requested to make payDem- all
ment Immediately.
money. Is now at the
Aug. 15th, 1905. CHARLES W. ULAISDELL.

Gents' Driving Horses.—Purse, $35.

"Widower Dick/'

place

Next to Poet

and receive reward.
Ε. B. CURTIS & CO.
NOTICE.

etc.

BROOKS—The

slit

a

pencils,
is at

A woman to keep house for two
small boys.
R. E. STONE, Hebron.

Strayed.

will

Monday,

ii, 1905.

A spring lamb, white, with
in the left ear, if found please

over,

children

tablets, pens,

best. Manufactured by F. C. MERRILL, South Paris, Maine.

Sept.

Another

Vacation

j=

Styles.

The Newest Fall

SUPPLIES.

will match any level land plow in
the market, Sizes Being Equal.

containing

SECOND DAT. AKTEKNOON.
2:40 class, trot —Purse $125.
2:30 class, trot and pace.—Purse, $200.
2 23 class, trot and pace.—Purse, $800.
THIRD DAY.

ease

BLUE STORE8.

η

SCHOOL

of draft, amount and
quality'of work, my
For

Found.

of races as follows:

FIK8T DAY. AFTERNOON.
2:50 class, trot and pace —Purse, $100.
2 .-20 class, trot and pace.—Purse, $2<io.

Oxford Pomona Orange.

Time, 1st Tuesday in October. Place,
Frederick Robie Orange, Otisliold.

DAY.

THIKD

Tand concert.
9 AO a. m.—Drawing oxen, β It. G In. and
under.
Drawing oxen, 7ft. 2 In. and under.
70.00 a. M.—I'arade of premium slock.
10:30 a. m —Base ball.

|

and tho mouument erected would or should nut have known but
for this translation. A poem in blank
so that the committee can
more of
make a tiual report to the convention in verse, as he puts it, and treating
war than of peace.
June.
It seems that in those old times, in the
W. B. Russell has begun on tho days of Virgil, the gods set poor morhouse
foundation of a new house. The
tals to chewing each others' ears. Peris on a street which Mr. Russell will haps they do now—or the devil of selfto
across
ishness. No matter which. The fact
open, from Western Avenue
the way beside the Graud Trunk track, is apparent that they chew.
There is a sort of witchery about the
commonly known as Railroad Street.
The new street crosses the laud north of book, or collection of books, that holds
the house now occupied by Mr. Kuseoll you right there froui start to finish, and
and the store of Ε. B. Clifford. Putting this is the linish of book XII and the
the street through gives Mr. Russell six last:
house lots, and he plans to build three ■■While yet he spake, he passionately plunged
As stated Ills dactrer through his foeman's heart. Death's
let.
six-room bouse*, to
I
chill
above, he has already started on the U η nerve·!
the limbs, but the undying soul
foundation of one, which he will linish Sighed Its contenu t and flitted to the shades."
this season if he can get the material,
Oxford Pomona met with Mountain
but the others may not go up until
Grange the 5th. There was quite a
another year.
from near and from far.
be

All aboard for the fair!
The Oxford County fair, than which
The village schools commenced the
there is no bigger or better county fair
fall session the firat of the week after a
in the state, as everybody admits, will
auramer
vacation.
long
be held on the grounds, between the vilProf. Charles B. Thompson of the
lages of South Paris and Norway, Tuessumhia
from
school
returned
high
and Thursday, Sept. 10,
He ia much day, Wednesday
mer vacation Thursday.
20 and 21, with the usual provisions as
improved In health and commences his to setting the fair ahead in case of bad
school duties with renewed strength.
weather.
Miss Alice M. Russell, who has been
On the second and third days of the
with Mrs. E. F. Smith during the past
fair, special trains will leave South Paris
salesaa
has
a
position
accepted
year,
at Op. m., going east to Portland, and
woman for a large book firm and will
west to Berlin, thus giving everybody on
commence work Oct. 1st.
the line of the Grand Trunk an opporArthur Miller has sold out his interest
tunity to spend a day at the fair and rein the blacksmith and carriage shop on
turn home at night.
Pleasant Street and gone to work for
Following is the program of the three
Samuel J. Record in the shop opposite
the electric car building on Main Street. days:
first da v.
John Howe has gone to Massachusetts
In the forenoon, entering ami arranging stock
to work at his trade. He left the mid-

dle of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills returned
from Union and Waldoboro on Wednesday. Mrs. Hills leaves for Boston and
New York with Mrs. Powers the last of
the week on a business trip.
C. N. Tubbs has constructed a cement
walk between his pool and billiard room
and the Abbott Block.
Samuel Carpenter of Oxford ploaded
guilty to the larceny of goods and paid a
fine of $5 and costs in the municipal
court on Wednesday. Thursday morning Alexander Powers and Herman
Klemetti were before the court for inPowers was sentenced to
toxication.
thirty days in jail and Klemetti was
fined $5 and costs.
The September term of the municipal
court was held on Tuesday. Several new
cases were eutered and trial commenced
on one civil suit, but at once ended on
account of defective papers and later
settled by the parties out of court.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hicks of WollasFILED UY THE COMPANY.
tou, Mass., were the guests of Mr. and
the past week. Mrs.
The hearing on the petition for loca- Mrs. W. M. Wires
are sisters.
tion of the Norway and Western Rail- Hicks and Mrs. Wires
Kev. C. A. Brooks and family have reroad was opened at the office of the comPoland cottage.
East
turned from their
pany in Norway Wednesday morning,
John Wyrnan died at his home at Norafter the arrival of the forenoon train, j
Commissioners Peaks and Spoflord were way Centre Saturday afternoon, Sept.
of Bright's
in attendance, Mr. Chadbourne not being 2d, at 1 o'clock, very suddenly
A native
at the age of 07 years.
present. There were quite a number of disease,
lived a dozen years in
citizens and interested parties in the ; of Weld. He
Newry before he moved to Norway some
room.
At Newry he was
After the papers in the case bad been twenty years ago.
of
and
examined, Chairman Peaks asked re- engaged in the sawing he spool
lias been
In Norway
garding the representation of the parties dowel strips.
He
one of Norway's leading citizens.
present. J. A. Farrar of Boston apIle was a
was at one time selectman.
and
Mr.
for
the
counsel
as
road,
peared
j
P. of II.,
Rand, the promoter, and the engineers member of Norway Granee,
Mr. Mt. Abram Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Bethel,
of the road were also present.
No. 97, F. and A. M.
Peaks asked if anybody appeared to op- and Bethel Lodge,
In politics he was a Republican and in
pose the location. In response to this,
Ile was
Ε. E. Witt, Fred Grover and H. P. Browu, religion a Congregationalist.
His first wife was Ann
citizens of Norway, stated that they ap- twice married.
B. Trask of Newry, by whom he had
peared to object to a certain part of the one
son, Alfred L. Wyman of North
location in Norway.
I
second wife was Eldora II.
C. E. Holt, in behalf of II. R. Virgin,, Newry. His
who with two chilof
Barker
Albany,
a
asked
for
C.
Seitz,
attorney for Don
John
and
I.
Mabel
M., survives him.
dren,
or
until
the
of
continuance
night
hearing
held at his late residence
the next day, as Mr. Virgin was unable Services were
Rev.
Mr. Peaks Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock, by
to be present at this time.
Interment at Newry
Rideout.
B.
S.
to
unable
were
that
grant
they
replied
William W. Fiske, Norway's oldest
the continuance, as the commissioners
residence on Deering
had to leave on the afternoon train, but citizen, died at his
on Sunday morning,
that he had just talked with Mr. Virgin Street in this village
Sept. :Jd. He was 05 years and 25 days
by telephone, aud had arrauged that no old.
Born in Lynn, Mass. Ile moved from
tinal action should be taken on the matsome time since.
ter until Mr. Virgin bad bad an oppor- Waterford to Norway
were held at his late residence
tunity to appear before them in Port- Services
by Rev. C. A. Brooks.
land that night.
John W. Foley passed away at Togus
An objection was made by another
Sept. -'Id, at the age of
Norway man on the ground that he did Sundar morning,
Rev. C.
not consider his land damage sufficient. 71 years. Services Monday by
the G. A. R. at Pine
and
A.
Brooks,
had
been
of
The amount
adjust·
damage
ed on the supposition that it was to be Grove cemetery.
Darius E. Fuller died suddenly at his
an electric road, but he understood that
2d, at the
the road could be operated by either home Saturday night, Sept.
He was born at Wilton. Some
steam or electricity. If it was a steam age of 02.
he caoie to Norway. Ho
road he thought his land damage should twelve years ago
a widow and two children,
be larger. To this Mr. Peaks responded is survived by
and Harry E. Fuller.
that the charter was granted for a steaiu Mrs. J. L. Rowe
held at his late home atroad, though the road had the privilege Services were
S. G. Davis. Interment
of using electricity if it wished, but the tended by Rev.
nothing was at East Dixfield.
railroad cummissioners had
D. Cromett Clark of the Waterville
whatever to do with the matter of land
was in tywn the first of the
damage. That was a matter which could Sentinel
aud made his friends a call.
week
commissioners,
the
settled
be
county
by
Wednesday eveniug, at the home of
and the rights of land owuers were fully
the bride, Georgia Winnifred Hayes,
protected.
and Mrs. John Hayes,
The objection of Norway citizens to a daughter of Mr.
Rev. B. S. Rideout, to
was then taken was married, by
location
the
of
portion
I. Trask. The
presents were
up, and Mr. Witt stated that the part Ralph
Mr. and Mrs.
numerous and beautiful.
objected to was on the lake road, where Trask are well known
by Norway people
the space between the lake and the bank
beet wishes of a large numis uarrow, and where the railroad loca- and have the
tion actually occupies a portion of the ber of friends.
Lester Rowan has returned from his
highway. Ho asked that the commisand is again at work for F. P.
sioneis should take a view of the place, vacation
which was within a mile and a half. The Stoue.
Dr. 11. L. Bartlett and family were at
commissioners stated in reply to this
for a few days last
that the town of Norway had voted at a Gorham, Ν. II.,
legal meeting to allow the railroad to
Frank W. Nason's company presented
run in the highway at that point, and
Love" to a full house at
that the commissioners would not go be- "When Women
hind the action of the town, which was the Opera House Tuesday evening.
Mrs. W. W. Hooper of Weymouth,
perfectly legal. This point being settled
her sister, Mrs. F. W.
a view of the Mass., is visiting
the
of
action
the
town,
by
Faunce.
be
would
superfluous.
,
place
Walter L. Sanborn of the Boston
Some time was spent looking over the
Globe was in town Wednesday of last
commisthe
then
and
and
plans,
maps
sioners and interested parties went out
Mrs. L. U. Cushman entertained the
to view the location through the grove
members of the Quiet Club with invited
belonging to Don C. Seitz in the upper
Reat whiet Tuosday evening.
end of Norway village which is the spe- guests
were served after the play.
cial bone of contention in this location. freshments
at
small
rather
The attendance was
Some time was spent in informal conHall Wednesday evening at the
sideration of a possible change of loca- Concert
of Edward IL Frye of
tion to skirt the grove, rather than go impersonations
Ile gave some very good imwas Boston.
which
now
as
it
planned,
through
of David Haruiu.
advocated by Mr. Holt and friends of personations
Jennie Hayes of Baltimore, Md., is
Mr. Seitz, and opposed by the road on :
her sister, Mrs. James N. Favor,
the ground of the greater difficulty and visiting
for a short time.
expense of building.
F. E. Tower and family have moved
After the full hearing the commis-1
lake cottage to the Welch
sioners approved the location as filed by from their
on Main Street.
the railroad company. The route, as house
Mr. aud Mrs. C. G. Blake of Philadelbefore stated, is from the Grand Trunk :
1
are with their people in Norway
phia
at
westerly
station
Hail way
Norway,
Water- for a part of their vacation.
of
towns
the
Norway,
through
At the drawing of jurors Saturday, F.
ford, Albany and Stoneham, to a point
Pike was drawn for service on the
in East Stoneham near the post office; T.
Orin Brown and W. W.
also from a point on the aforesaid line, grand jury;
for the traverse jury.
known as Rice's Junction, southwesterly Wbitmarsh
The annual communication of Oxford
in the town of Waterford, to a
F. and A. M., was held at
venient point in the village of South Lodge, No. 18,
Hall Friday evening. The busiWaterford. The total length of the Masonic
ness consisted of reports of the officers
road will be about 21 miles.
and trustees of charity fund and work in
the third degree. The ofiicers elected
The organization of the Norway and were :
M.—Dr. H. R. KarrU.
Western Railroad Company was perS. W.—Geo. L. Curtis.
fected Tuesday by the choice of the
J. W.—JameeN. r»vor.
following officers:
Treas.—Lee M. Smith.
Pres.—Wallace Wilson, Boston.
of Charity Fund—C. K. Kldlon, Ε. K.
Clerk— H. L. Bartlctt, Norway.
Smith, H. R. Farris.
Treas.—Wni G. Rand, Boston.
Directors—Chae. T. Blrchard, Bost>n; H. L. A
banquet was served following the
Iturnham, Albany; Jonathan Bartlctt, East
Stonehaui; W. II. Kllgore, North Waterfo-d; workWalla·e Wilson, Boston; John P. Conkllng,
Hon. J. E. Alexander and wife, and
New York; Wm. U. Rand, Boston.
Chadbourne of Augusta
Marguerite
The board of directors chose officers as were guests of Mr. and Mi's. E. F. Smith
follows:
Sunday. Mr. Alexander is Mrs. Smith's
Pres.—Cha*. T. Bin-hard, Boston.
brother and is chief clerk in the SecreV. Pres.—L. H. Buruham. Albany.
tary of State's office.
Sec.—Jonathan Bartlett, Kast Stone ham.

John's Letter.
The .Eneid of Virgil, translated into
English by John D. Long, is the book
tary.
are consider- we are reading just now as we have the
the
committee
aud
pledges,
showers. We never knew
ing designs and prices for the monu- time between
It is hoped that the work .may what the vEneid is, and might, could,
ment.

Fair Next Week.

The County

NOBWAT.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Ill KMY11 Hni Always Braght

Bears the

Signature
of

save

you

genuine—

A LOW PRICE

HAPPY WOMEN.

ON

Wouldn't any woman be happy.
After y tars of backache suffering;
Days of misery, nights of unrest.
The distress of urinary troubles.
To find relief and cure?
No reason why any reader
Should suffer in the face of evidence
Eke this:
Mrs. Almira Λ. Jackson, of East Front

—

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

St,

patterns and clean

Traverse

"For
says :
twenty years I

for kidney and
liver t r ouble,
but without benefit. Just before

Chas. F. Ridlon,

I began using
Doan's Kidney
Fills I was al-

most
ed.

Sts.,

DOOBS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable price·.

Maine

^

For quick relief from Billousnese,
Sick Headache, Torpid Liver. Jaundice. Dizziness, and all troubles aris-

an Inactive or sluggish Uver,
DeWltt'a Little Early Risers are un-

ing from

They act promptly and never fripe.
They are so dainty that it is a pleasure

1804-1905.

take them. One to two act
mild laxative; two or four act ts a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
•re purely vegetable and absolutely
karmlasa. They tonic the liver.
as a

to

The Fall Term
Of Hebron Λ tarir in y will

C* DwWitt 4c Co.· C laic *4°

E.

Sold

by

INCREASED endowment enables

1

thorough instruction,

most

The school has been placed on
the approved list of the New England

College Certificate Board.
catalogue to

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE.

Send

for

SARGENT,

E.

W.

P*ro $l.SO.

PRINCIPAL.

of this line leave
Portland, and India

steamers

Franklin Wharf,
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

at the lowest

rates.

Portland Division.

new

the!

Trustees largely to increase and
strengthen the teaching force. Best and

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Eastern Steams! Company.
Superb

ο peu

Tuesday, Sept. 12, '05.

MIPAKKD ONLY ST

THIS

RE η Ε DY

7 Η. M.

II·

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.
Commencing June 11th, from Portland

»ar«

to

CATARRH

|Ιν·

Satisfaction

at 8 r. m., and from Boston at 7 P. m.

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
Cream Balm
of this Company, is insured
Give» Reilef at one·.
i
against tire and marine risk.
It cleauae», soothes

Ely's

steamers

an·I heal» the diseased
membrane.
It curett
and
drives
catarrh
away a cold In the
head qulcklv.
It Is
absorbed. Heal· an·!

doing

our

made from leaves. If a cure results, the
devil have been driven out; if, on the
other hand, death follows, the devils are

Franklin

Agent,

LISCOMB,

F.

LEAVES.

BOSK

Behead me ar.d 1 furnish you with light;
Curtail, a bivalve tempts your appetite;
Complete. I'm sure to hold you tight.

Cream together two cupfuls of whit*
sugar and one of butter, add the whitee
of four eggs beaten stiff, two cupfuls ol
sweet milk, two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder, and sufficient flour to make a
rather thick batter. Drop in spoonfuls
on an oiled tin, making the cakes about
an inch apart, and bake in a quick oven.
Make a plain white icing, color it a delicate pink, and flavor with rose extract.

Behead me and I am to authors dear;
Curtail. I may be gained, 'tis very clear;
Complete, I do connive, it wHl appear.
Behead me and an angry passion tlnd;
Curtail. 1 am a tree oft tossed by wind;
Complete. I'm terrible, but also kind.

BLOSSOMS.

ORANGE

What city is literally made of time
and labor?

Stir together for one-half hour one
pound of sugar, three whole eggs, and
Add sufficient flour to
four yolks.
No. ïllï.-MIulag Word·.
make a stiff batter that will make cakes
The last three letters of each missing that may be laid on a baking tin with a
word are the same.
flower
with
orange
spoon. Flavor
A boy on a ······· learning to ride water and bake in a quick oven. When
*·»·····
cool, cover with colored icing with flutlu a ······ collided with an
inge of white icing around each.
no less thau a cow tied to a

passing
iady who witnessed the

·······
·········

"The traders sell the natives a patent
'pain killer,' which can be used internally as medicine and externally as a liniment. This medicine is very highly
you
thought of, and the natives will tell
somethey have great 'confidence' in It;
times they name their children after it.
A sick Samoan thinks he must walk
when sick, his theory being that he must
If he
move about to regain strength.

ICE

OEI.ICIOrS

CREAM.

the time."
"What is the form of

No. 233.—Two Word Square·.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Oculist,

will be at Elm

Tuesday, Aug.
following

of each

hours,

Eyes

House, Norway,

Tuetday

ist, and ist

:3ο Λ. m. to 4
Examined free.

ίο

Mats, Mirrors

Office

month.

p. m.

&

STATE OF MAINE
OXFORD. M.
To the Hon. JusUce of the -Supreme .Judicial
Court next to be holden at Part*, within an<l for
the County of Oxfonl, on the second Tue*lay
of October, A. D. 190».
Respectfully represents, Klaa K. Cummlngs
of Parle, In the County of Oxford, that her malien name wait Eisa ku-ttaaua Mikkonen. that she
wae lawfully married to Tom Camming», then
of eald Parti*, under only the name of Alar Kustano Mikkonen on the 29th May of Mar, A. D.
1903, at West Pari», In Parte, In said Oxfont
County ; that thev live·! toother ss husband and
wife, it «aid Part*, until the fourth dav of June,

High Grade

in

L. M. TUFTS,

(8KAL.)
OxruKu,

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at
any ««talion.

Spruce,

government?"

She, with an arm around his neck—
"It makes you happy to know that I am
pleased, doesn't it, dear?"

Ile—"Why, yes."
"And you are happy when you whistle,

aren't you, dear?"
"Why, of course."

"Well, love, I know you are going to
whietle when you see this millinery bill."
HEMORRHAGES OF THE
LUNGS.
"Several years since my lungs were so

CURED

badly affected that I had many hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake of Wood,

Ε. Η. PIKE,

WEST

MaINK.

PARIS,

Tent

m.

MAINE.

for Sale.

ΟΒΑΝΟΕ

Divide a

poet

SWISS CHOCOLATE.

and have the words

leecrlbed.
1. Arid and a lair.
2. A body of water and to

Allow one cupful milk and one-half
water to each two teaspoonfuls
cocoa or grated chocolate for every two
chocolate cups, using a one-half pint
cup to measure. Put chocolate in basin
and melt over boiling water, milk and
sugar; let boil; then remove from fire
and pour gradually on to two egg yolks,
beating rapidly so as not to ourdie;
beat until frothy, standing in boiling
water to keep hot. Serve immediately,
fiavoring with vanilla.

cupful

8. A trill aud a weapon.
4. A lodging aud a slguul.

study.

Kollowlnv Order·.

The Doctor (to patient approvingly)
—Well, Patrick, you are looking greatly improved. I Judge you have adhered strictly to my advice aud have
tukeu plenty of animal food.
01 hov. doctbor.
Pat (earnestly)
The corn and oats seems to ugree with
uie, but I honestly think the hay is
tad fer me sthummlck.

BARKERRY

so

CAKAMEL

LOW
TAP
BUS

>

▲
A

r
F

I

Ha 222.—Illustrated Zigzag: Togo.
1. Tree. 2. Moon. 3. Glove. 4. Cock.
No. 22a.-Problem: 12111.
No. 224.—Hiddle: Faut (tied), fast
(swift), fast (abstinence), fast (extrava-

CUSTARD.

Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. I
I bave (or sale a new tent, made of
August 30, A. D. 1905. (
gant ι.
Size 14 χ 28 feet.
Upon thk Fokkuoinu Libel, ORDERED, nice heavy duck.
No. 225.—A Kettle of Fish: 1. Perch.
That the Libellant give notice to the eald
to
I.lbellee, to apuear before the Justice of our
2. Pike. 3. Shad(ow). 4. Herring. 5.
Judicial
to
be
holden
at
Part·,
Court,
Supreme
ÏIARRY
Sole. G. Chub. 7. Smelt. S. Sheepewithin and for the County of Oxfont, on the
second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1ΆΛ, by
Buckfield.
head. Θ. Dolphin. 10. Lamprey. 11.
Cook three-fourths a cup of sugar to
an attested copy of said libel and
pobllahlng
Whiting.
this order thereon, three weeke successively In
caramel. Add half a cup of
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed in
STATE OF ΜΑΙΛΕ.
water, and cook to a thick syrup. Let
Parts, in our County of Oxford, the flint publiand Tar is
cation to be 30 days at least prl»r to said second OXFORD, »a.
cool, and serve as a sauce with the cusfor
chronic
throat
troubles
and
Tues· lay of Oct., 1906, that he may there and
I.ean<lerS. Billings of Parla, In said County,
tard.—Modern
will
cure
then tn our eald Court appear and snow cause.
hoarseplaintiff, vs. Ç. L. Saunders, comtnorant of sali I
If anr he have, why the prayer of said Libellant Parle, defendant.
ness and all bronchial diseases.
Refuse
Other
should not lie granted.
[ska·..]
substitutes. F. A. Shurtlefl & Co.
9. C. STROUT,
ABSTRACT or PLAINTIFF'S writ.
Justice of the
Writ dated July 3, 19U5; returnable to the
Supreme Judicial Court.
and
A true copy of libel and order of court theruon.
COCOANUT STRIPS.
Supreme Judicial Court at said Paris oil the afraid of Miss
Attest CHARLES Γ. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Isabel.
second Tuesday of October, laoô. The action la
of brown sugar
Boil three
to enforce a lieu on certain building· erected for
with a cup of milk until a little
a stage, covered and closed in, and other bulklshe looks at me as if she could In cold water is
firm, then add a tablelng*. erected on leased land In the said Parle, make me
propose if I were left alone
known as Pine Tree Park, formerly called Elecof butter and take from the
with
tra Park ; said lten being for lumber and mateher.
of
fire. Stir in a
cocoanut,
rials to the amount of
furnished by plainturn into a buttered tin and
beat
tiff to defendant In the erection of said buildings.
acid
gout,
The Items in the account are as follows :
or ban.
cut
into
strips
trouble.
poison, are results of
C. L. Saunders to L. S. Billings. Dr.
PEANUT BRITTLE.
Hollister's
Mountain Tea goea
JuneTo 12 cedar poets
$ 2.la
to
"
the
seat
of
the disease and
Boil
a
June 27.
113 ft. fir sheathing
generous pound of
i.Ai
M
257 ft. spruce, 2x9,3x4
35 cents. F. sugar and a scant
5.14 cures where all else fails.
of water until a
"
3«> ft. N. C. P. 3 8 sheathing... 5.40 A. Shurtlefl A Co. Orln Stevens.
in the Treatment and Cure of
in
iced
water is brittle.
little
;
··
5 cedar posts
1.50
"
the
of
Cover
bottom
a
Nervous and Chronic
23 cedar buttings
75
pan
"
The
was it because Jim8W ft. heui'ock. χ 7
•June 28.
12.18
with roasted and shelled peanut·,
Diseases.
June 29. " 1000 ft. hemlock boards
ΟΙ)
14
kins took the young
out to lunch
the
these
and
"
upon
«00 ft. he in lock boards
June 30.
8.40 that all the
trouble came about?"
"
"
k?e until hard.
34
«0 1-2 3-8 S.C. P. sheathing.... 1.0#
no; it wasn't that. It was beBOSTON, MAM.
VA8SAR FUDGE.
Total amount
$52 82 cause his wife found it out."
of
Two
The property was attached to enforoe said Uen
Long established and successful pracsugar, one
Cure
make·
the
distice. Proved professional skill and abilone cup
of
of
July 3, IMS, and the officer's return alio Is dated
eased
Bound so
July 3,1906.
will elimi- cream or milk,
ity. Expert and honest treatment. High
one-quarter of a cake of
standard of medicines. Reasonable and
STATE Or MAINS.
nate the poison· from the blood. F. A. chocolate. Heat
the
sugar and
fair charge·. Advice at office or by mall
S J. Court, In vacation. I
OXFORD, 98.
Shurtlefl & Co.
absolutely free.
cream; then add the chocolate broken
A ugust 2». 1MB.
t
AU patients who call or write receive
and
into
stir
Okorkid: That the pU-utiff In this action
Aant Ann—"How do you
get
personal attention. Dr. Greene is the
give to the defendant notice of he pendency
When it begins to boil put in the butter
well known Medical Lecturer and proat yoar club?"
thereof by publishing an Mieot
abstract of
and stir until it creams, when beaten on
prietor of the great family iredlclne. Dr.
Miss
of
this writ and an attested copy of this order there
course, we
Greene'· Nervura Blood and Nerve Rein
at all, but we have a a saucer. Take from the fire and beat
on, showing the date of sawt writ, when and don't get
where returnable, the names and alleged reel·
until
then tarn into buttered
descriptive of Dr. Greene's
good deal better time than 11 we did."
of
the
dences
the
nature
of
the
parties
thereto,
methods, remedies and treatment, will be
tins.
action, the nature and amount of the alleged
mailed free upon application.
Avoid serious results of
or
claim. Including the Items la the account annexCHOCOLATE
CBEAM8.
ed, the date of the attachment by virtue of said bladder disorder
Kidwrit, and the date of the officer's return thereon,
Beat the white of an egg very
Cure. F. ▲. Shurtlefl à Co.
ney
a
three
once week
weeks successively la the Oxid
as yon do so,
confectionCord Democrat, the last publication to be at
do yoa ne sugar to make a mass that can be
least two weeks prior to the second Tuesday of
Uctober, 1906, that he mar then appear «t a term iislike
moulded with the hands. Flavor with
»f the Supreme Judicial Court the* to be begun
Miss Knox—Because
are
beat very
roll into balls
to. ind holden at Paris la the County of Oxford,
)OS.
rod
eaoh one into a chocolate
tad make answer.

Apply

DUDLEY,

Foley's Honey
adapted
positively
Capable

boiling

peculiarly

Housekeeping.

bronchitis,

Alarming.

Recipes.

Percy—I'm

cupfuls

Guy—Why?
Ob,

DRS.

Rheumatism,

F. A. & J. A. Greene

directly

SPECIALISTS

Rocky

spoonful

hard,
long

backache,
kidney

Teazle Place*

Plumbing and heating.

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

for team.

IL·· M.

Norway,

|

charge

Iiongley,

Maine.

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought· and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in tills.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" arc f»:it
that trifle with and endanger the health of

Experiments
Inflmf and Children—Experience against Experiment.

inscription

by

with
give rise to Injurious suspicions
he
regard to himself. Accordingly
wrote underneath it under date 1327,
not
"I. John, bishop of Exeter, know
where the aforesaid house is, nor did
in a
I steal this book, but acquired .it
lawful way."—London Advertiser.

What is CASTORIA

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrliœa and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Slotlier's Friend.
Castoria is

lady

Car

grated

gill

greased

boiling candy

cupfuls
tablespoonful

they

dropped

granulated
butter,

erybody else. Your sentence is that
In
you be confliicd for life In the zoo,
a cage by yourself, and that the cage
shall have such a fine wire screen over
the bars that good hearted little children cannot push even the smallest of
Take him
shelled peanuts through.

GENUINE

away."—Pittsburg Dispatch.

lion to Make Breiiniu,

The following recipe for beeswax
be vouched for: After the combs
have beeu put through an extractor or
crushed and strained through a thiu
cloth the wax Is put In a copper or
porcelain lined kettle, with cold water
enough to cover it, and boiled for half

can

self.

some

It was under a bell made out of
kind of red flowers."

To make a round cake of beespour the melted wax in a bowl
that has been dipped in cold water.
To make wax sheets use a board threeeighths of an inch thick, dampened
with warm water, then dipped iu the
melted wax two or three times. The
board is next put In water to cool for
a little while, after which It Is taken
out. the edges trimmed with a sharp
knife and two sheets of wax peeled off.
To make these wax sheets the wax
must not be too hot or it will crack.
water.
wax

Sound

WnvN.

Is well
The sensation of sound,
known, is produced by a certain to and
fro or wave-like movement of the air
1
striking upon the drum of the ear and
so setting it in vibration. Each sound
: wave consists of two portions, in one
of which the air is compressed beyond
and iu the other raretied below the average pressure. If two sound waves
are traveling in the same direction, but
one of them starts half a wave length
behind the other, the compressed half
of one will fall upon the raretied half
of the other, the average air pressure
will remain undisturbed, and the two
sounds will combine to produce silence.
If a sounding tuning fork be slowly
rotated near the ear four positions will
be found in which the souud will be
as

FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE.
"I had kidney trouble so bad that I
J. Co* of ValI could not work," says J.were
swollen to
ley View, Ky., "my feet
Xnpoleon Before tue Convention.
immense size and I was confined to my
When Ibarras introduced Napoleon to
bed and physicians were unable to give
me any relief.
My doctor finally pre- the convention as a tit man to be inscribed Foley's Kidney Cure which trusted with the command the presimade a well man of me." F. A. Shurt- dent asked:
leff Λ Co.
"Are you willing to undertake the
Nell—He said I looked lovely in that defense of the convention?"
••Yes," was the reply. After a time
J gown, didn't ho?
He said the president continued:
Belle—Not exactly, dear.
"Are you aware of the magnitude of
[ that gown looked lovely on you.
the undertaking?"
"Perfectly," replied Napoleon, fixing
Important to Mother·.
his eyes upon his <|uestioner, "and I
Brwnlna carefully «very bottle of CASTORIA,
am in the habit of accomplishing that
a safe and rare remedy for infante and children,
mo

Bear· the
Signature of

lie—'At last we're alone.

ilnd

The truly sublime is always easy and
always natural.—Burke.

praise

of it."

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

newspaper for busy people, almost ax
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
rings it to your door three times every woek.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays anil Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
its value.
Tribune, which is a guarantee
If you live in the village or on a farm ami have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with nil important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

GOOD

is a

metropolitan
as a daily,

food

AS
A
DAILY

Papers One Year 1er $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South l'aris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king. Iilack stallion, white ankles
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOII\ B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.

Sired by Dark Dkvii., 2.01», by M.ymihuno Ki.no, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jkwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwki..
King, (p) 2 19 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right hind ankle
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Jk., 1*21'.
white. Foaled June 8, 1886.
Record 2.20.
Sire of Bell Hamliu, 2.12 3-1; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; (>lobe, 2.14 3-4;
2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 4»! others
2.15
Orvid,
Wardwell,

(p)

in 2.30.

1-4;

(p)

WHEELER,

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.

PARIS,

"1 have trted many kinds of
medicines for headache and

A
Wonderful

Medicine

all, especially for general debility. I
Bitters the best of

from

and

Builds up

the

bilious affections, and considthe True 'L. F.' Atwood's

have

Bests

System

MAINE.

er

TERMS : *25 TO

1902.

WARRANT.

COUNT

colt, largo stripe, front
Bred at Village Farm.

Black

received great benefit
Its use. and therefore

Sikkd.

ankles

by

DIRECT.

white,

legs

hind

Dirkct IIai., 2.04 1-4.

......
Elve ycu this testimonial."—
Dam, The Countess,
Dam ofChlmesl>r1no(4),2.28 I 4. sire of Florida
W. Thornton, Chairman Se- \
ami 2 others In 2.30.
2.1(5
Chimes
1-4,
(p),
lectmen, Chesterville. Maine |
2d dam, Toilet,
.......
Dam of KenMuary Legatee, 2J1 1-2: Uevecr Hoy,

2.20 14.

3d dam, Mermaid
Relieves the Distress of Weak
Digestion, Purifies the Blood
and C'ears the Brain
—

TERMS: 125 TO WARRANT.

by

Foaled June 25,

Mambrino Kiug, 1279.

by Almont, Jr.,
.by Dictator,

OM-alctta, 2.29 3 4: Kruivlnm of
Lurretla, 2.2"; ItUlne, 2.27 1-2; 'lam of Almont
Dictator, M re of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S
Sinter of l.a

I

white.

SOUTH

1821*.

113.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS,

ME.

ALL MARKS AT OWNERS' RISK.

There's One Range

That's Always Good

Glenwood
"Makes Cooking Easy"

the Don:.

NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTI-|
MONIAL.
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philipsburg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
Their Deacent.
used many kinds of medicine· for coughs
and colds in my family but never any"Oh, yes," she said proudly, "we can
thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. trace our ancestry back to—to—well, I
I cannot say too much in
F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

"L. F."

The Τι

We are alone, absolutely alone, on
this chance planet, and amid all the
forms of life that surround us not one,
excepting the dog. has made an alliance
Λ few creatures fear us,
with us.
most arc unaware of us and not one
loves us.—From a Maeterliuk Essay.
Supplied ■ Deficiency.
Mr. Goodman—.lames, the gentleman
you gave as reference tells me you're
not very truthful. Jimmy (the office
boy)—Well, say, yer sieb a truthful guy
yerseP yer need an ablehodicd liar
like me round der plnoe.—Philadelphia
Press.

AS

care

New York Weekly.

Depreaalon.
was the keenest
disappointment of your career?" asked
the anxious interviewer.
The great linancier stared coldly at
"It was when 1 was
the ink bottle.
four years old, I think," ht» drawled,
"when I woke up one morning aud
found my red balloon shrunken to one
fourth the size of the day before.
Detroit Free Press.
Man

Manient.

ALMOST

your wife
takes of you—always worrying about
Blinks—Yes; I have my
your health.
life Insured iu favor of my sister.—

Finit firent

hoping for

In Use For Over 30 Years.

SlKterN-ln-law.

Jinks—What tender

"What, uiay 1 usk,

In Um For Over 80 Year*.
The Kind Yog Bare Always Bought.

a

Mr. Munn E. Baggs-Now, then, you
know what kind of a house I want.
What will it cost to build itV Architect—Why—um—what was the amount
the
you originally intended to put into
fcuildlng?—Chicago Tribune.

which I undertake."

that It

Cause and Effect.

Coii!«l Tell In

ALWAYS

The Kind Ton Hare Always Bought

bill·».

Cut

Glass can lu* eut without a diamond,
and the way is very simple.
Dip a
piece of common string in alcohol anil
squeeze it reasonably dry. Then tie
the string tightly urom.ii the glass on
the line of cutting. Touch a match to
The
the string and let it burn oft".
heat of the burning string will weaken
the glass in this particular place. While
It is hot plunge the glass under water,
letting the arm go under well to the
elbow, so there will be no vibration
With the
when the glass is struck.
free hand strike the glass outside the

line of cutting, giving a quick, sharp
stroke with any long flat instrument,
necesan hour, or longer if it seeuis
such as a stiek of wood or a long
When the wax Is taken from /bladed knife, and the cut will as clean
sary.
the stove it is strained and poured In
and straight as if made by a regular
a
vessel previously dipix>d in cold
ghiss cutter.

barely audible. This is due to such interference of sound waves as has been
described.

and

to

CASTORIA
Bears the Signature of

e.iitiotis of
gem, while the earlier
Swift's "Tale of a Tub" have a similar
These stories were usually told
one.
in such an Incoherent way that people
and
became skeptical of their truth,

llotv

a

goric, Drops

Your Old Range taken- in. Exchange/
I.W.SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone Oonnection.

QUAKER RANGE

NORWAY.

don't know who. but we've been descending for centuries."—Philadelphia

Telegraph.

Mr. Crabtree— Old

Measley Curmudgeon died yesterday and
his wife passed away two hours later. It

A Juvenile

Throat.

Mother—Hemember, Tommy, an
no mention of her ailment.
Tommy—
Mrs. Crabtree (who knew him)—She] gel Is watching over you.
Aw, ma, don't be conceited!—Chicago
was probably "tiokled to death."
News.
Good advice to women. If you want a
A Donhle Ball.
beautifutaomplexion, clear ikin,
A donble bull in a single sentence
eyes, red lips, good health, take Holllster's Rocky Mountain Tea. There is was perpetrated by the late John Holnothing lice it. 35 cents, Tea or Tab- llngshead, an englishman. He wrote,
lets. F.
A. Shurtleff à Co. ; Orin "When Lord Mobun was killed he was
Stevens.
living In Macclesfield house, (ierrard
What a pity it is that the woman who street, Sobo, at the back of Leicester
knows how to manage a husband never house, a site now occupied by the debad one—and probably never will have. funct Pelican club."
an-

makes

bright

]
J

together

1237 Farm Hunters answered ournewa;>nper advertising during July.
If you want to git a u!ii<k, cash sale
vrite today for our 1'UEK description
lanks, so that your f irm may lie brought
1 the attention of thes<e l-'arni Buyers.
We rpquire no advance payment
'Strout's Bargain List" of big trades
mailed free.
—

E. A. STROUT. FARM AGENCY,

190 Nmmu St, Ν. V. Trament T.mpl·, BOSTON

Afente.

O. FRUTHtNQHAM, South Parie.
rBENCH. Norway.
W.

The

D. II.

nickel

QUAKER MODEL

Meat Market. to remove as

USED FOR PNEUMONIA.
Vliilc«t>Nl,
"I congratulate you.
I understand
Dr. C. J. Bishop of Agnew, Mich., I
bits;
vigorously
constantly. says, "I have used Foley's Honey and you have been vindicated."
girls
|
along
Tar in three very severe cases of pneu"Triumphantly, Johnson. At the first
Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
Mandy—"Well,
monia with good results in every case." trial the Jury disagreed; at the second
along
Refuse substitutes. F. A. Sburtleff & trial
' tand.
my lawyers found a flaw In the
quite cool,
Co.
Corned beef and salt pork a spocialty.
Indictment, and the case was thrown
Fresh
flsh arrives every Monday after·
But
of
Tribun·.
kidney
court"—Chicago
About Time. Father (of large family)
by taking Foley's
ιοοη and Thursday morning.
isn't it about time yoa were |
dear,
—My
light,
Accommodative.
Am shipping live stock every week,
thinking of getting married?
ding,
enough
Daughter—Heavens 11 haven't thought | The Landlady—Will you have coffee, , nd paying fnll market price.
Explained. Sapleigh—Why
for
of
else
tea
or
Mr.
cocoa,
years.
anything
Slopay? Mr. Slopay
cigarette·?
T.
-Anything you wish to call It, ma'am!
they
danger- ranllla,
smooth,
Are you lacking in strength and vigor? j -Puck.
ι I ARRET
dip
SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS.
in
Do
Are
weak?
Are
you
pain?
you
you
Sapleigh—But I have smoked theraj: nixture.—Ex.
feel all run down? Tne blessing of health I
!or ten years and they haven't killed mo
like sharp knives, are
Sharp
tongues,
Plush goods if sponged with a little and strength oome to all who use Hollls- ί
I
ret
ipt to do a great deal of damage In
MIm Knox—Tee, I know—and that's < ihloroferm will look as clean and bright tar's Rocky Mountain Tea. 85 cents. F. I
ι this world.—Austin Statesman.
A. Shurtleff Λ Go.; Orin Stevens.
>ne reason why I object to them.
m when new.

rails in the

on

are

they

easy

are

without bolts.

50 CtS.D0Wn,"d 50 cts.

I

put

Week at

■

attended
No

thickly

"Oh,

Foley's Kidney
kidneys

cupful

together

dropped

Why—"And

Unfounded—"They eay," said Mrs.
Oldcastle, "that she married him under
a misapprehension."
"Oh, no, she didn't," replied her
hostess. "I seen the whole thing my-

I've bet η
tliis chance—"
She—"So have I."
Stir half a cup of granulated sugar in
He—"Ah! you know then that I
a saucepan over a hot Are, constantly,
wanted to tell you that I love—"
until the sugar melts and becomes a
She—"Yes, and I wanted to say 'No'
golden brown. Add about one-third a and get it over with."
cup of boiling water, and let simmer to
Then add to one quart DOCTORS COULD NOT HEL1» HER.
a thick syrup.
of scalded milk. Beat five eggs, add
trouble for years,"
"I had
half a cup of sugar and half a teaspoon- writes Mrs.kidney
Raymond Conner of Shelton,
ful of salt, and beat again.
Then,
Wash., "and the doctors could not help
gradually, add the hot milk, and strain me. I tried Foley's Kidney Cure, and
the mixture into a baking-dish. Bake,
the very first dose gave me relief and I
set on several folds of paper, in a modI cannot say too much
am now cured.
erate oven until the centre is firm. Serve,
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurt-1
when cold, from the baking-dish. The
leff <6 Co.
custard will bo firm euough to serve,
turned from tho mould (when cold) if
"Is your husband very confidential
eight eggs or four whole eggs and eight with you?"
be
used.
yolks
"Very! He tells me everything he susCARAMEL SAUCE.
pecte I've found out about him."

Cat-a-

Par-a-pet.

■

FRE-

Simmer a quart of barberries in two
water about an hour, then
a bag.
Use this water in cooking ten pounds of eweet apples, parod,
quartered, and cored. Remove the apples from the liquid as they becomc
tender, and add more water as needed.
When all are cooked, add about five
pounds of sugar to (fan water in which
the fruit was-cooked, let boil, and then
skim, put in the apples, and oook until
they look clear. Store as canned fruit.

No. 221.—Quincunx:
■

APPLE

quarts of

borne.

220.—Uuions: Cam-e-lot.

SWEET

drain in

Key to the Pussier.
No. 218.—Numerical Kuigma: Be It
•ver so humble, there's no place like

No. 219.—Anagram Verse: Editors,
tired, tried so, O! direst, rides to.

AND

8EKVE.

—

mount

STRAWS.

Cream one pound of butter; add onehalf pound sugar, gradually, beating
constantly; then add two eggs, prated
rind of one orange, one-half pound flour;
roll into thin sheet; cut in straws and
rings; dust with granulated sugar and
bake a delicate brown.

No. 234.—Divided Poet·.

▲

BENSON.

OF

I.—1. A city hi France. 2. Out of the
6.
4. Opinions.
3. Ascended.
way.
Reason.
II.—1. A cone bearing tree. 2. Cerulean. 3. Fertalning to the country. 4.
A wadiug bird. 5. A woman's name.

No.

Justice of the Peace.
STATIC

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

relative to residence of eald libellée Is true and
that It cannot be ascertained by reasonable
C. Β

Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

STATS Or MAINE.
OXFORD, 88.
August 13th, 190ft.
Persona'ly appeared the above name·! Eisa K.
Cummlngs and made oath that the statement
Before me,

Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Λ. D. l'Jtti, when he ran away; that she had always been true and faithful but he. wholly reganlles* of hie vows, during the time she lived
with hlni wae utility of gross and continued
habite of Intoxication and of cruel and abusive
treatment, also being able to labor and provide
for her he grossly, wautonly and cruelly neglected to provide suitable maintenance for her;
thM the re»Mence of the libelle Is not known to
jour libellant and cannot be ascertained by rea
ho liable diligence.
Wherefore >die praye right and justice and that
the bond· of matrimony existing between her
and Iter eald husband may be dissolved according to law In such cases made and provided.
Dated at Parte, this 15th day of Augu-t. A. D.
ELS Λ Κ. CUM MINGS.
1900.

diligence.

Mouldings s„l,

BAGGED KALPH.

around und ketches little bears und
steals dere pennies."
"Woof! woof!" snapped the Judge, as
he shook the Judicial gavel at the

lay

"It is a republic when there is nothing
doing, but a monarchy when anybody
tries to check Don."
"Are the people contented?"
"They have to be or they get shot."
"That is all about Venezuela to-day,
and you can go to the head of the class." I

COLD"» HEAD

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

work.
In a curious volume in the Bodleian
to the
library, formerly belonging
in Sussex,
of
Robertsbridge
monastery
"This
Is the followlug inscription:
book belongs to St. Marjvof RobertsIt or sell
bridge. Whoever ebull steal
be
it or in any way alienate it, let him
anathema marnnatha."
cenIn the course of the fourteenth
came Into the possesbook
the
tury
who
sion of Johu. bishop of Exeter,
troubled
seems to have been somewhat
as being likely to
the

η

deep by throwing
their attention, in much the same way
that a landsman might saciiiUe a garIn
ment iu order to escape a bull.
.Minister's "Cosmography," published
vessel
in 15-14. there is a picture of a
escaping from a whale by this :-;ata-

victorious.

stood as if turned to an
One quart of milk just heated, not
······, and a girl on a balcouy near hot, one junket tablet dissolved in a lit- Ind. "I took treatment with eeveral
began to shout from her ········, for tle cold water first, then add to the milk physicians without any benefit. I then
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice Presidenl
It seemed a ♦····♦· that he should es- one cup sugar. Pour all this in a disli started to take Foley's Honey and Tar
Mass.
Geaeral
Boston,
and
Manager,
to cool for about an hour. When ready and
as a bulprotect» the Membrane. Restores the Sense· of cape without a broken ········.
my lungs are now as sound
to freeze add one tablespoonful flavoring let. I recommend it In advanced stages
I Taste and Smell. Full Size, SO cents, at Druggist· or by mall. Trial size 10 cents, by mall.
and a jar of cream whipped stiff. Freeze. of
ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren Street, New York.
lung trouble." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
J.

Wharf, Portland, Me.

t-choolboys proclaim

The "Tale of a Toll."
sea
One of the most ancient of all
"yarns" is one that ships have escaped
the
from the fearsome monsters of
them a tub to divert

commander who was father-in-law to
"Mother reproached herself bitterly energetic treatment to drive them out.
tbe historian Tacitus. 2. A species of whenever she
thought of such a thing The man gets up, walks about as long as
antelope. 3. To rectify. 4. A French happening in her house to a poor woman, he can, and when he can no longer walk
coin of small value. 5. A sailor who and after that she was very careful to he lies down and his bead is covered up
has been credited with wonderful ad- look closely at every garment that might carefully so as to exclude all fresh air.
ordeal his atti. A coloring matter. 7. A possibly have a pin or needle left in it. If the man survives the
ventures.
"So now I always search tôo. There! tendants consider themselves experts in
small stringed instrument.
here is a pin now, in the belt of this treating that particular dieease."
white apron!"
A Lesson In Geography.
No. 229.—Cbarade.
"Well, auntie," said Mrs. Lee, drawing
of
is
ever
use.
In building, my kikst
a long breath, "you have laid a spell
"Where is Venezuela?"
In spelling, my next has place;
over me now! I never forget a story 1
"In South America."
A blemish iny tiukd must always be.
hear about any one. I shall be pursued
"What does it produce?"
To more or less deface.
"Don Castro and asphalt."
by the thought of that woman's hand
Artist!·· my whole and of inuny kinds,
all night, if I don't look my washing
"What does it Import?"
As many as lands there fc«;
tc
it
I
before
"Its principal imports are American
over, piece by piece,
give
It lends a charm to every home,
Ellen."
consuls who get into a row with each
Museum and gallery.
"It will be time kindly spent," said other."
Aunt Mary.—Housewife.
"What are its exports?"
No. 230.—Head· and Tall*.
"Cheek and bluff."
Behead me and reveal a skillful knack;
Special Recipes.
"What is the climate?"
Curtail me. and I'll go upon a track;
"Don Castro makes it red hot most of
Complete. 1 carry burdens on my back.

No. 231.—Aa Anagram.

at

The Bad Bear

of bis retit y man to the practices
interest
mote ancestry will note with
at least
(be fact that tbere Is authority
not
UUO years old for the entry, "Steal
which
this book for fear of sliame." by
their ownership of

remained embedded.
"She poulticed the woman's hand,
and did all she could at the time, and the cannot walk he will bury himself under
a
when a pleader named Tub!» put
poor woman went home.
clothes, and it Is wonderful at times how
More in out"Her hand swelled up badly during they obtain enough air to breathe.
trembling culprit, "you're a fine speci- cause before Sir Thomas
chanthe week, and became very painful, the
"The usual treatment Instituted In a men to be allowed to mn loose! I've rageously rambling language that
Quotation from a familiar poem by pain reaching to her elbow. My mother case of pneumonia by the natives Is henrd u whole lot about you, and noth- cellor jocularly remarked, "Here is a
the expresTennyson.
sent a doctor to see her, and be lanced about as follows: The man sits up aling that's good. I'll make an exomplu tale of a tub." Thereafter
the hand, but could not find the point. most continually; he is stuffed with all
You sion became part of the slang of the
all
fix
will
right.
that
you
of
you
No. 2ÏS.-Prlmal Aero· tic.
After some days it came out itself from sorts of food and decoctions to drive out
it was raised
find a good home and should have period until miieli later
th<* title
My primais name a celebrated natu- her wrist—an entirely different spot from the devils, the number of devils being
becoming
rank
but.
by
a
bear,
to
a
be
to
higher
respectable
If grown up
the one where it went in. She then re- estimated by the amount of pain.
ralist.
work.
famous
a
be
rather
Swift's
tramp
of
would
least
Instead, you
but it was a long time before much pleurisy exists, there are at
Crosswords: 1. Au eminent Roman covered,
and evshe could wasb again.
eight devils in the chest, and It requires and a nuisance to your family

Academy!

Hebron

equalled.

was

into my mother's

came

very pale, and holding her hand as
if it hurt her.
"It's a needle run into my band, ma'am,
from some of the clothes, and I can't
pull it out!" she said.
"Mother became pale, too, but she
took the hand tenderly, and tried to pull
She did pull out a part
out tho needle.
of it, but the end had broken off about a
quarter of an inch from the point and

I am still at the Andrews House,
South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and organs, new ami second hand, at the
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
Write for
cash or on easy payments.
I have the best self
list of bargains.
player for pianos in the world, don't fail
to hear it.
LOY S. EYSTER, South Paris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

^

THE FAMOUS UTTLX PILLS.

she

room

Pianos.

Early Risers

she

"One day when

washing

will
medicine which cured Mrs. Jackson
of
be mailed on application to any part
the United States. Address Foster-Milsale by all
burn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y. For
box.
druggists; price, 50 cents per

CHANDLER,

W.

Folks

influence us all our lives. When I was woman and man has a sure cure for
This is aca little girl we bad an excellent driving out these devils.
washerwoman who came to our house complished by •lomllomi' (massaging)
She was poor, with a and by internal administration and exterevery week.
nal application of various decoctions
family dependent on her.

way."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

PLEUBIBV.

Util*

quite

less, could sleep like a child and
was relieved of the pain and the irregucirculalarity of the kidney action. My
tion is good and I feel better in every

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Sumner

j

bloating

If Id want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your onlers. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

E.

on

PNEUMONIA AND

KOCH

Per

Animal story

AO

BESPON8IBLK FOB

Students of sociology who are fond
of latter
c: tracing back liie customs

"The native· of Samoa," eay» Surgeon
Spear of the navy, in a recent report,
"Aunt Mary, will you give me any "are beginning to wear white men1·
No. S21I—Diamond.
their
you have ready for the wash? clothes, much to the detriment of
"B-r-r-r-ing lo the pr-r-r-ieoner,"
things
1. A letter. 2. A poisonous serpent.
Ellen likes to put them in soak over health. The climate is essentially a wet
his honor, Judge Bruin, and
B. A tree. 4. To inliale air. 5. A kind night," said young Mrs. Lee, entering one. In former times a native would growled
Babr dragged up before the
β. Pattern of superioi the room which her aunt occupied dur- rub a little cocoanut oil on his skin and Policeman
of vegetable,
that dreadful bad bear
reachof
he
bar
when
wheels
and
justice
four
visit
on
a
the
summer
vehicle
Into
A
out
rain,
excellence. 7.
ing
go
'Ύββ, I should like to put in a few ed shelter, there was nothing to dry but known as Ragged Ralph.
used on a farm. 8. A mean abode. 9.
things. Sit down, dear, and rest a few his 'lava-lava* or breeoh-cloth. The
"What's be done now?" shouted the
A letter.
minutes while I look them over."
same native now goes out into the rain,
In such a ferocious tone, as he
Mrs. Lee seated herself in the little bis modern clothes soon become wet, Judge
of the woebegone Ralph.
No. 227.—A Familiar Qootntlon.
rocking chair, and looked on while her and, before be realises it, he is chilled caught sight
"Of you bleese," said Policeman
aunt took down her pretty laundry bag through, for the rain in Samoa is always
and examined the contents.
from β degrees to 10 degrees colder than Bahr, whose ancestors came from the
"Why auntie," she said laughingly, the atmosphere. Pneumonia, bronchitis Black forest of Germany, "dis vos de
"what makes you so particular? You and tuberculosis, naturally follow. The worstest bear in der whole com munilook at every piece, and pass your hand present law prohibits the sale of alcoHe yust
means kommcuity.
As a paw—I
over it! Now I can get all mine together holic beverages to the natives.
in three minutes."
matter of faot, the natives care very litHer aunt laughed, too. "Perhaps I tle for alcohol ; they prefer their native
"But I drink, 'kava'. The restriction is a wise
am overparticular," she said.
am looking for pins—or needles."
one and should be continued.
"Pins! needles!" exclaimed Mrs. Lee.
"The Samoans are very superstitious,
is
It
and when taken sick they imagine devils
"Yes, and 1 must tell you why.
old
and
us
Almost every
curious how some things stay by
are inside tbem.

pounds

Also Window & Door Frames.

■Test

could

befeet
the
of
cause
numbness and
lack of circulation. Had a knife been
could
thrust iuto my kidneys the pain
My sleep
not have been more intense.
of distorted
was disturlied by visions
anfigures. The kidney secretions were
I was tortured
and
irregular.
noyingly
with thirst and always bloated. I used
The
seven boxes of Doan's Kidney Pills.
subsided until I weighed 100

Builders' Finish!
I will furnish
Size or Style at

paralys-

my

CHANDLER,

E. W.

I

hardly stand

MAINE.

NORWAY,

doctoring

was

CIVILIZED CLOTHING

Needles and Pine.

City, Mich.,

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth

«srssïïitis;
•saffiriass?
Comm, Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Maim».

"Steal Sot Ttila Book."

Not Oood for Samoans.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

;

A. R. SAVASK,
Justice 8. J. Court.
writ and a true eopy

A true abstract of sakl
the order thereon.
attest: CHARLES r.

* >f

WHITMAN.Clerk.

Wright A Wbeaisr, Attorneys «or Plaiatlff.

ji

Tliayer,

DeWHPs JRÛ Safe·

\t

i

Variety Store, Norway.
CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
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